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There is a need in many software-based companies to evolve their software development practices towards continuous integration and continuous deployment. This allows a company to frequently and rapidly integrate and deploy their work and in consequence also opens opportunities for getting feedback from customers on a regular basis. Ideally, this feedback is used to support design decisions early in the development process, e.g., to determine which features should be maintained over time and which features should be skipped. In more general terms, the entire R&D system of an organization should be in a state where it is able to respond and act quickly based on instant customer feedback and where actual deployment of software functionality is seen as a way of fast experimenting and testing what the customer needs.

Experimentation refers here to fast validation of a business model or more specifically validating a value hypothesis. Reaching such a state of continuous experimentation implies a lot of challenges for organizations. Selected challenges are how to develop the “right” software while developing software “right”, how to have an appropriate tool infrastructure in place, how to measure and evaluate customer value, what are appropriate feedback systems, how to improve the velocity of software development, how to increase the business hit rate with new products and features, how to integrate such experiments into the development process, how to link knowledge about value for users or customers to higher-level goals of an organization. These challenges are quite new for many software-based organizations and not sufficiently understood from a software engineering perspective.

These proceedings contain selected seminar papers of the student seminar Data- and Value-Driven Software Engineering with Deep Customer Insight that was held at the Department of Computer Science of the University of Helsinki. The seminar was held during the fall semester of 2014 from September 1st to December 8th. Papers in the seminar cover a wide range of topics related to the creation of value in software engineering. An interview of startups shows that emerging companies face a number of key decision points that shape their future. Value has a different meaning in different contexts. Embedded devices can be used to gather data and provide more value to the users through analysis and adaptation to circumstances. In entertainment, metrics can provide content creators the chance to react to user behavior and provide a more meaningful user experience. Value creation needs an active approach to software development from the companies: software engineering processes need to be incorporated with proper mechanisms to find the correct stakeholders, elicit requirements that provide the highest value and successfully implement the necessary changes with short development cycles. When the right building blocks are in place, companies are able to quickly deliver new software and leverage data from their products and services to continuously improve the perceived value of software.
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Abstract—Everything starts from an idea, but it is not always obvious what the value of that idea is. There comes a point in time — a turning point — when a company chooses to proceed a new path. These decisions form into key pivoting points, when a company changes their strategy on a product or service or even the whole company. An idea is evolved to a certain direction, without knowing what the outcome will be. Sometimes these pivots succeed, sometimes the new strategy ends up in a failure. These previous successes and failures can provide something essential that can help new startups to create their path and learn with an Agile and Lean mindset. Nowadays collecting valuable data about user behaviour has become more and more straightforward. This data can then be used as the basis for a pivot. However, it is not always about data. Intuition — or even pure luck — plays a significant role in many success stories. An entrepreneur has a feeling for the right direction. In many cases, the need for a product or service is created without a necessity. Users do not most of the time know what they need. Therefore, it is valuable to have a historical view on how startups have found their path to value by pivoting and what the process has been behind it.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most startups start with a raw idea of a product or service. It is not uncommon that the idea will change quite a bit during its lifetime. Andy Whitlock, a product strategist, drew a fitting mental picture about this [1]. You see the road ahead as a clear and straight path to an objective you have set. What you do not always realise, is that the path will have its twists and turns along the way. What you can really only do, is to plan to a certain point ahead. The rest of your path will be a gloomy fog in the distance. You need to be ready to make difficult choices along the way. These choices form into pivots. A pivot is considered a point in time, when a strategy of a product or service is altered significantly.

Startups are created from a spur of the moment. A group of talented people realise a gab in the market, come up with an idea, and try to capitalise on that. Some have estimated that the failure rate for startups on the IT-sector is up to 90% [2]. The prevalent mindset is to: “fail fast, fail often.” One in ten startups succeed. Others estimate that over a half of startups are shut down in a matter of years after their outset [3]. It seems most startups fail and many entrepreneurs overestimate the chance of success and what the costs of failing are [2]. That does not mean that failing would not be a path to success. It can lead to something successful.

The amount of startups has increased at a rapid pace. In 2012, the number of seed investment deals had tripled in the US, from three years earlier [2]. Startups are seen as a new way to do creative things. In fact, many startups are being sold for millions without a business model [4]. Larger companies acquire startups to learn new things, fill their product lines and to recruit talented people.

Continuous innovation, the ability to renew organisational structures and develop new ideas and products, has been widely acknowledged as a key issue for long-term progress. However, it has proved extremely hard to accomplish in practise [5]. History is full of innovative companies that have struggled to make changes when needed. They have lost their ability to innovate and ceased to exist.

Choices can be backed by data. Collecting data about how the users use your products or services has become less strenuous. With the likes of continuous integration, continuous delivery and continuous experimentation, startups can develop products in fast iterations, with always keeping the features up to date [6]–[8]. Especially on the web, new versions of products can be deployed without the need of user interaction [6], [9]. This allows startups to experiment and explore new paths easily. With prototyping, A/B testing and other controlled experiments, startups can collect data about the causality between changes and their influence on observed user behaviour [6], [9]. This can be used to determine what is the value between different implementations of a feature.

Sometimes data is not everything. Intuition — or even pure luck — plays a significant role in many success stories. An innovative and great entrepreneur has a notable influence on a success story [10]. In many cases, the need for a product or service is created without a necessity. That is, users do not always know what they are looking for a given problem or even if the problem exists.

Most pivots happen at a moment of desperation. An idea is not working or the users are not immersed by it. These moments can create a realisation — an “aha”-moment — that can make or break a startup. Shifts in market and technologies force startups to reinvent ideas at a growing pace.

It is therefore valuable to have a historical view on how startups have found their path to value by pivoting, and how the process has evolved.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

There are “classical” examples on how companies have grown from something else to what we know them as now.

Nokia has a long history of successful changes and innovation. From its humble beginning in 1865 with one paper mill,
it has worked among other things on cables, tires, rubber boots and more lately mobile phones and networks [11]. Recently, Nokia has been in the spotlight by struggling with the shift in the mobile phone market.

More current examples are today’s leading social networks Facebook and Twitter.

Mark Zuckerberg launched Facebook as a Harvard sophomore in 2004 [12]. He had previously developed a controversial platform for ranking Harvard students by their attractiveness. Even though contentious, it had become a success at the campus.

It has been stated that Zuckerberg used an idea originally created by three seniors Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss and Divya Narendra [12]. They had an idea of creating a social network for Harvard students and alumni. Zuckerberg was employed as a replacement to continue the development work for the network. Instead of building the platform pitched by the seniors, Zuckerberg allegedly delayed the project and decided that he had an improved idea [12]. He build a competing platform and friendships were harmed.

Nevertheless, within 24 hours, 1200 Harvard students had signed up for Facebook. After one month, over half of the undergraduate population had a profile [13]. The network expanded promptly to other universities. Eventually in 2006, Facebook was extended beyond its educational root and it became available to everyone. What was originally aimed to a very focused user base, had expanded to a global phenomenon.

Twitter started from the ruins of a podcasting platform Odeo [14]. Noah Glass had invented a product where a message dictated to a phone number would be turned into a MP3-audio file hosted on the Internet. This became the core for Odeo [14]. Noah Glass had invented a product where a message dictated to a phone number would be turned into a MP3-audio file hosted on the Internet. This became the core for Odeo [14].

In August 2006, a small earthquake shook San Francisco and word quickly spread through Twitter. This was the first “aha”-moment. Different minds had joined together to create a product from the ruins of another. The road was not simple. Investors were not convinced and Williams ended up buying Odeo’s stock. Friendships were broken. Twitter had 5000 registered users and the future was a mystery. The rest is history, they made a risk and it payed off. Pivots require courage [8].

In more “modern” examples, GitHub was born on an emergent technology that was not widely used [15]. A friend and former coworker Dave Fayram, introduced Tom Preston-Werner in a new version control system called Git. Git was supposed to be an easy way to work on code in a distributed way. The Ruby community was quickly adopting Git, but there was no commercial hosting available for sharing Git-repositories easily, securely and privately. Other solutions were not ideal and required manual work. GitHub was then born in 2007. They were creating a service in a market that did not exist [15]. It would take time, but the platform was ready when the users started embracing Git.

The Internet has made it possible for many companies and their business models to exist: Facebook, Twitter, GitHub and so on. In fact, the Internet has made it possible to also work remotely. Many startups work this way at the beginning. Teams work remotely, but get together for planning and discussion [15], [16]. This is how GitHub worked in its early days and how Travis CI — a startup focusing in building a continuous integration platform — works today.

Kickstarter’s idea was launched in 2002, when Perry Chen hoped of having an artist play at a Jazz-festival in New Orleans [17]. The show did not happen, but it gave him an idea of starting a platform where people could crowdfund ideas if they would hit a set funding goal. In 2009, in the bloom of the Internet startup-era, Kickstarter was launched to the public. From there on, it has grown to be one of the leading platforms for getting funding for your ideas.

There are strikingly similar characteristics behind these examples. In Facebook’s and Twitter’s cases, the pivot has formed on a strategic change. For Facebook, the user base has changed, and for Twitter a single feature has formed the base for another product [12], [14]. This is key for their successes. GitHub, Travis CI and Kickstarter have built products to a market that did not exist before [15]–[17]. This is not uncommon upon startups.

III. RELATED WORK

Ries has written a comprehensive book about the essence of a Lean startup [8]. This paper has been structured to evaluate the ideas and observations presented by the author.

Moreover, not much scientific research has been done on the subject of how startups pivot to value. Most of the published work has focused on empirical analysis of case studies. The literature focused on the subject has been written outside the research field.

Steiber and Alänge have conducted an interview based empirical study on how continuous innovation characterises at Google [5]. They found out that a dynamic and open corporate is essential in invoking innovations in regular work. This is established by orienting towards innovation and accepting change. A innovation-oriented board, management, culture, competent and committed individuals and leaders have a strong impact. Leaders who empower, coach and remove obstacles to innovation make this possible, but individuals need to be essentially trusted.
Trimi and Berbegal-Mirabent researched how business models affect the competitive edge of startups [18]. Business models outline broader plans to create value than purely the core strategy of the company. Startups working in a technology-intensive sector may face constraints such as large investments required to develop a product, very short product life cycles and the emergence of competitors. The emerging trend in business model design highlights the importance of not only listening to customers, but also creating new values or products with customers. It is key that businesses make faster choices [18].

Davila et al. have researched how venture capital financing (VC) impacts the growth of startup firms [19]. They conclude that VC funding events signal about the quality of a startup. Their findings suggest that the lack of timely funds can delay the growth of a startup. They also suggest that the growth in employees, compared to equity valuation, can be seen as a better proxy for changes in the value of a startup.

IV. Research Method

My research method for this paper was reviewing the current industry, the new startups and established, and creating a historical look on pivoting.

I also conducted several interviews with startups and entrepreneurs behind them, to get their views and story behind making changes in their strategy and what came out of this [20], [21]. My research is a qualitative research based on these interviews and topics presented by them.

Koen Bok is an entrepreneur and angel investor based in Amsterdam [20], [22]. He founded Sofa, an indie startup, building software and interaction design. Sofa was focused on developing successful products for the Mac-platform and was then acquired by Facebook in 2011 [23]. He (and part his team) then worked for Facebook for two years, after he returned back to Amsterdam and started a new startup called Podium. Podium focuses on building web-development and prototyping tools.

Kyle Bragger is an entrepreneur based in Berlin, who founded and sold Forrst, an online community for designers and developers [21], [24]. He then has joined to work on products at Elepath. He is the co-founder and lead-engineer of a startup called Exposure, a web-platform for creating and posting photo stories established in 2013.

In addition, the structure of this paper is backed up by conducting a literately review about the subject from research papers to blogs.

V. Approach

The research question is: what could we learn from these previous pivots going ahead. What was the motivation behind pivoting and did the startups have indicators that where considered useful for making these decisions?

My aim was also to look at these findings based on Ries’s ten most common types of pivots and trying to find common factors behind them [8], The objective was to evaluate what has been the data and value behind pivoting.

I conducted an interview with startups with the following questions:

A. Background
1) What was the main reason why your company was started?
2) What was the main obstacle when you started?
3) When did you face this obstacle?
4) How did it affect your plan for the product or company?

B. During Your Journey
1) Have you changed your product or company strategy radically? When did it happen?
2) What was the main reason for this decision?
3) Was the change motivated by intuition or some other factor, e.g. external indicators or data?
4) Did you have data available to analyse options for reacting to these findings?
5) When reflecting on the actions that followed, what was the main learning for the change of strategy?

C. Current Situation
1) How does your company evaluate how the user values your products?
2) Do you collect automated data on how the user uses your products? If so, what?
3) Do you analyse that data to make changes?
4) What are the top three metrics that matter?

VI. Ries’s Categorisation of a Pivot

A pivot is considered a point in time, when a strategy of a product or service — or even the the strategy of the whole company — is changed drastically. A new direction will be carried on from that point onward.

Ries has categorised ten most common types of pivots in his book The Lean Startup [8]. These are the following:

1) **Zoom-in Pivot**. A single feature in a product becomes the whole product.
2) **Zoom-out Pivot**. The reverse, where a single feature is insufficient to support the whole product. In this case, the whole product becomes a single feature of a larger product.
3) **Customer Segment Pivot**. The product solves a real problem for real customers, but for a different customer base than originally anticipated. The product hypothesis is partially confirmed by solving a right problem. The product needs to be optimised.
4) **Customer Need Pivot**. Customer feedback indicates that the problem solved is not very important. However, because of the customers, a new related problem might be discovered. In many cases, a completely new product must be developed for this need. The hypothesis is again partially confirmed, the target customers have a problem worth solving.
5) **Platform Pivot**. A change from an application to a platform or vice versa. Most commonly, startups create a single application, a so-called killer app, for their platform. Only later, does the platform emerge as a way to support third parties creating their own products.
related products. This can also happen the other way around.

6) **Business Architecture Pivot.** You can choose to operate your business architecture as high margin and low volume (niche market), or low margin and high volume (mass market). According to Geoffrey Moore, you cannot do both at the same time [8].

7) **Value Capture Pivot.** A change in the way the value created by the company is captured. Usually referred to how the company creates revenue from the product. Changes is monetisation can have far-reaching effects.

8) **Engine of Growth Pivot.** A change in the growth engine: the viral (word of mouth), sticky (retaining customers) and paid (buying customers) growth models. The right model can affect the speed and profitability of growth.

9) **Channel Pivot.** Changing the way the product is delivered to the customer. A different channel can have greater effectiveness.

10) **Technology Pivot.** Discovering a completely different technology to implement the same solution. The new technology can provide a better price or performance compared to the existing one.

### VII. MAKING PIVOTS

It is difficult to choose when to pivot. These decisions can be backed by anything from intuition to external indicators such as user feedback. In any case, making changes requires courage and determination [8]. There are key lessons to take into account for pivoting. The following sections are a combination of my thoughts and the thoughts I have gathered.

#### A. Start Early

An entrepreneur with a big vision and stubborn determination can charge through obstacles and make whatever their ambition is. The passion, energy and vision that people can bring to new ventures are resources that should not be disregarded [8].

At the same time, the uncertainty of a product usually requires many course correction or pivots to find success. Therefore, it is helpful to start by creating a product with the smallest set of features and move that to the market as quickly as possible (minimum viable product) [8], [15]. This makes it possible to test reactions, learn and iterate. This is often called the build-measure-learn cycle or continuous innovation [8]. See figure 1. Through this process, a startup can learn if and when to make a sharp turn, a pivot. This methodology can also be used in making decisions about the business model of the whole company [18].

Often, the first one to the mass market will eventually win. Creating a product early on emergent technology, provides a platform to build a product with basically no overhead, no competition and without time pressures [15].

#### B. Learn and Adapt

A startup can only afford to make a certain amount of pivots [8]. In most cases, you need to either achieve lift-off or fail. Especially when there are investors trying to secure their investments back. Sometimes it is just too late to make a pivot. The build-measure-learn cycle and other Lean-methods sustain innovation. This is key for long-term economic growth [8].

The fundamental activity of a startup is to turn ideas into products, measure how the user reacts to these, and then learn whether to pivot or to keep going. Innovation and speed are key premises [18].

As startups come to understand their customers better, they are able to improve the product. The data behind how the customer interacts with the product is indispensable [6], [8]. According to Preston-Werner, one of the founders of GitHub, creating a new startup is an intense learning experience [15]. It is a learning experience through mistakes and achievements.

You need to listen and pay attention to your customers, but with such care, that you do not let them tell you what to do [15]. In most cases, users do not know what they want, until you give them what they want. Users will have generic problems, but they will perceive them as very specific ones. A savvy entrepreneur needs to see the bigger picture, the underlying question, behind these problems. This is where a functional and elegant solution can be found. The more everyone talks to the customers, the more beneficial it can be in determining whether you are going in the right direction [16].

#### C. Make Changes

With continuous integration, continuous delivery and continuous experimentation, startups can develop products in fast iterations with always keeping the features up to date [6]–[8]. Especially on the web, new versions of products can be deployed without the need of user interaction [6], [9].

In the early days of GitHub, new features where deployed up to ten times in one afternoon [15]. As a matter of fact, Amazon deploys new software every 11.6 seconds [25].

Users will forgive a small amount of downtime, if the features will improve the product. You need to get most out of your first years though, because if and when a product will become more popular, you will need to be more careful about these choices [15]. Once established, downtime and defects will have a larger role in affecting the reputation of a startup.

#### D. Evaluate the Data

Making decisions purely based on intuition can be risky. Learning, adapting and making changes are guided by data [8].
Data-driven decisions are good to proof you are on a wrong path, but not necessary for creating new and innovative ideas [20].

In most cases even intuition is guided at least subconsciously by data [20]. You realise a solution is not working the way you intend it to work and thereafter you see a new path to pursue. Tracking key metrics, from simple user interactions, such as clicks, to revenue or user retention (users sticking around for a long time), can provide guides for evaluating your path.

E. Have Trust in Your Product

One key lesson is to have trust in your product. At start it may be tricky to convince people of your product [14], [20]. Getting positive feedback and support is essential [20], [21]. Making changes is valuable, but you also need to know when to stick with a decision. Users will not adapt new solutions immediately.

A startup needs to be concise with its strategy. Many startups fall in the trap of figuring how to create profit with their idea. Choosing the right growth engine: viral, sticky or paid is important [8]. It can be hard to make a change from a free-model to charging for a service. Make the choice early on. Users are willing to pay for good services. Also, building a startup with the intentions to sell to a bigger company, may result in users being left stranded.

F. Need for Investors

You do not always need funding [15]. Some startups try to grow faster than necessary. Investors bring you capital, but also restrict how you proceed with your plan. It is worth to grow your startup with care and taking your time.

You will eventually prove your value with your product [15]. Nevertheless, some findings suggest that the lack of timely funds can delay the growth of a startup [19]. For first-time entrepreneurs, there is always some financial risk involved [20]. With a good track record, this will ease in future ventures.

G. Have Fun

A dynamic and open corporate is essential in invoking innovations in regular work. A innovation-oriented board, management, culture, competent and committed individuals and leaders have a strong impact. Leaders who empower, coach and remove obstacles to innovation make this possible, but individuals need to be essentially trusted [5].

According to Preston-Werner, working on a startup is a challenging project, but most of the time you are working with your best friends and having a great time [15]. Maintaining a playful working environment, will have a positive effect on the workers health, as well as the startups health.

Personal life comes first [16]. Giving time to disconnect, will make sure work is done at a normal pace. A happy team will most likely have happy customers [16].

VIII. Interview Results

Based on the interviews, I have gathered the following about facing obstacles and making pivots.

A. Facing Obstacles at Start

One of the main obstacles is to choose what to work on [20]. Koen Bok says, you want to pick a problem that a) has a chance on success, or can sustain itself and b) is fun to work on for a long time.

Apart from those two important ones, Bok feels that it is also important, if you can easily explain anyone what you are doing. It is also nice if people you respect can see and use your work [20].

For first-time entrepreneurs, there is also some social pressure and financial risk involved. He thinks that it lessens with every startup you do [20].

Kyle Bragger feels the main obstacles when starting are convincing folks that a product is better and not like other products out in the market [21]. These obstacles are ongoing and will never go away.

He says, it is so important to understand why your product exists and to build for a specific audience [21]. You need to always be focusing on clearly communicating what problem you are solving for people.

B. Pivoting

Bok does not see pivoting as a radical change [20]. A startup does that every day in the beginning, but because everything is still so small it is hard to see the “radicalness”. He feels that you know that these small changes have huge implications in the future: whether your product will get used and succeed or not.

Bragger states that they have not needed to change their strategy radically at Expose [21]. However, maintaining user retention is an ongoing project that requires focus.

C. Evaluate the Data

Whether to evaluate data or trust your intuition, Bok feels you need ideally a combination of both [20]. In his experience, data-driven decisions are good to proof you are on a wrong path. They also help to make an optimisation in a (part of) your product. Bok however states, that they never really help you invent things in a creative way, which is how big breakthroughs materialise [20].

On the early days of a startup, data can be pretty misleading, because the numbers are so small [20]. Bok says, your conclusions cannot really be significant, but they somehow feel supported by the data. The data influences how you make choices, because that is how you get to the conclusions.

At Expose, on the automated side, they measure traffic analytics like most web-applications [21]. Bragger also describes that they also measure a lot of metrics specific to their product. These include for example how many photos someone might upload per post and on average, how long users work on a post before publishing. They also use their intuition based on user feedback, support requests, and so forth to evaluate how specific features are working.
D. Key Metrics

Bok says the key metrics that he pays attention to are: total active usage per a variable, total revenue and user retention over time [20]. Bragger says their key metrics are monthly recurring revenue, engagement (how many people are using the product e.g. daily), and retention [21].

IX. Evaluation

It seems clear that social factors play a big role in successes and failures. In the case of Twitter, the right minds joined together to work on an idea [14]. This was a key factor in the beginning of GitHub and Kickstarter as well [15], [17]. However, a social pivot seems to be missing from Ries’s categorisation of the ten most common types of pivots altogether [8].

Startups — or even established companies — can make or break on people. A mixture of right people can create a constructive environment for creativity and innovation. Moreover, a wrong person, in a wrong position, can have a negative effect on a startup’s path. This is true for established businesses also [10].

Therefor, I would suggest an addition of a Social Pivot, where active changes in social factors, such as persons and environments, change the direction of a company.

It also seems evident, that one can make enemies along the way. In both Facebook’s and Twitter’s case, friendships were harmed during the course of the startup [12], [14]. People with same aspirations can become powerful allies or dangerous foes. It is easier to work with people that have shown relevant past performance than to project the future [15]. It was only after Steve Jobs return to Apple, whereof Apple grew to the success we know it as today [10]. The road was not smooth for him or Apple.

You need to trust your team to embody the startup’s vision. Sharing a vision can help motivate the employees in moving a product forward [16]. This is a founding concept in Agile development practises. Micromanagement will not work, instead you need to sustain a culture where teams can move and innovate with the experimentation system [8].

Ries’s categorisation of pivots can be seen as a good starting point for evaluating changes [8]. The most obvious pivots are those that include zooming in or zooming out. In Twitter’s case a single feature became the starting point for a completely new product (Zoom-in Pivot) [14]. For Facebook, the customer segment changed from an internal platform to a global phenomenon (Customer Segment Pivot) [12]. The other pivots can also have outer facing effects, but can also be more internal changes in the strategy of the product or its market.

X. Limitations

It is worth to note that case studies tend to be tightly related to their contexts. Making objectional and universal conclusions from their findings is difficult. Each setting is unique and cannot directly be compared to another. They do however give insightful information about the process behind.

Starting a startup can be a leap to the unknown. These stories have differences, but in their essence they share many similar characteristics, which can give some thoughtful ideas and opinions to be considered.

The opinions and ideas in this article are as referenced. They might not have a universal truth and should be treated as such. What works with one startup, might not work with another.

XI. Conclusions

No startup is the same. No path to success or failure is the same. A startup’s work is never done [8]. The trial-error philosophy for validating hypotheses boosts innovation and encourages the creation of products in a much faster time span. This helps entrepreneurs to start ventures with a stronger assurance of success [18].

For startups, pivoting does not appear as drastic changes in the strategy of a product. In effect, pivoting for startups is daily decisions that lead to success or failure. Only later, with reflection, can we see key moments that have influenced in that path. For many entrepreneurs their whole career consists of pivoting. One failure leads to a success. Fail often, fail fast to learn something new. Have the courage to try.

A startup can only afford to make a certain amount of pivots [8]. In most cases, you need to either achieve lift-off or fail. One of the main obstacles is to choose what to work on [20]. Koen Bok says, you want to pick a problem that a) has a chance on success, or can sustain itself and b) is fun to work on for a long time.

Making decisions purely based on intuition can be risky. Learning, adapting and making changes are guided by data [8]. Data-driven decisions are good to proof you are on a wrong path, but not necessary for creating new and innovative ideas [20]. The data influences how you make choices, because that is how you get to the conclusions.

Social factors have a significant role in pivots. Whether these are caused by changes in persons or environments. People make or break ventures. Most successes are a combination, a mixture of talented people. This is the last factor that makes an idea work. Ries’s categorisation of ten most common types of pivots seems to lack a Social Pivot [8].

An entrepreneur with a big vision and stubborn determination can charge through obstacles and make whatever their ambition is. The passion, energy and vision that people can bring to new ventures are resources that should not be disregarded [8].

The path to success is more easily achieved by evolving gradually. Start early with a concept, build a minimum viable product, observe, learn and adapt.

XII. Summary

Everything starts from an idea, but it is not always obvious what the value of that idea is. There comes a point in time — a turning point — when a company chooses to proceed a new path. These decisions form into key pivoting points, when a company changes their strategy on a product or service or even the whole company.

Nowadays collecting valuable data about user behaviour has become more and more straightforward. This data can be
used to make decisions. Data is not everything. Sometimes it can only tell when you are doing something wrong, but it cannot tell which direction you should take.

It is interesting to know what we could learn from these previous pivots going ahead. What was the motivation behind pivoting and whether the startups have had indicators that where considered useful for making these decisions.

Each path is unique, but there are clearly best practices that can be followed. Start early, evolve, adapt and learn. The three main steps are to build, learn and measure. A startup will pivot daily. Work is never done. Small decisions clarify the vision. The rest is what makes you unique.

XIII. FUTURE WORK

My main intention is to incorporate part of these ideas and findings into my Master’s thesis. In the future, it would be interesting to create a larger case study on this subject matter with a broader perspective.
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Abstract—With the imminent explosion of the Internet of Things and the expected proliferation of smart connected devices in our everyday lives business will have to change how they approach value generation in this modern age of big data. The traditional product centred business models are limited and restrictive when applied to this new landscape and a new mindset revolving around information and services as the key value propositions is required. This paper examines the value of information and how the laws of information relate to the Internet of things paradigm. We then examine how those principles can be used to propose new business models that shift a companies focus from value creation, a traditional product based approach, to a value capture approach that focuses on value created by information. To demonstrate how companies can employ these value capture principles the example of Nest Labs is considered with a contrast of the traditional product based business model and a new information centered business model approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the phenomenon of digital technology being incorporated into previously non-digital products such as clothes, everyday household appliances and food packaging. These intelligent devices form a network of sensors and actuators which are connected to the Internet providing a huge growth in access to contextual, real time data and feedback control [1].

Currently businesses have incorporated IoT technology into a number of areas, such as supply chain management, industrial process control and environmental monitoring; however many of these developments have been limited to cost reductions and improvements in operating efficiencies of current business processes rather than realising connected smart systems and producing new service values [2].

We are now on the cusp of a new revolution of interconnected devices in our homes, in the products we buy and on our persons. The main drivers for this consist of device miniaturisation, reduced production costs, lower power consumption and pervasive connectivity through Wi-Fi, 4G-LTE and radio frequency identification (RFID) technologies such as near-field communication (NFC) [3], [4].

Fig. 1. Application domains and major scenarios [9]

For companies to be able to engage with, and benefit from these new technologies they may well need to alter their approach to what their products or services are and how their businesses are structured and operate. With many businesses (both new and established) employing business modelling to define their offerings, relationships with customers and the business structure, they are an obvious tool to consider how organisations might align themselves with an IoT marketplace.

With IoT introducing new volumes of data, at higher levels of granularity and with new potentials for integration and analysis it is arguable that data, and the information derived from it, should take a central role in business models as a key component with its own potential for value generation.

This paper proceeds to outline the need for change within businesses approaches to IoT and how information can be used in business modelling as a core value proposition around which
the company can be structured to align it to an IoT marketplace. Section III examines information, its value and how that can translate to value generation for businesses. Section IV then reviews business models and describes how placing information as the central value proposition is the key aspect to alter business modelling to align with IoT. Finally, the Nest Thermostat is used as an example to highlight the difference between the two approaches (traditional product centric and IoT centric) and how business models can be used to describe those differences.

II. BACKGROUND

The shift in the landscape of ICT has wide implications for businesses and Hui [10] argues that the use of current business frameworks and the streamlining of established business models will not be enough in the future. The traditional business model revolves around the product providing main value proposition [11] through the sale of the item, post-sale maintenance and sales of consumables (such ink cartridges for printers). These ‘old style’ companies face the challenge not only of converting their products into smart connected ones, but moreover of integrating them into a service based business model which has new and very different value propositions.

The change required for this cloud based environment involves a shift in mindset between traditional value creation to a value capture approach [10]. Value creation for traditional companies means identifying customer needs, engineering solutions for those needs and selling a product with the relevant features. This leads to feature-vs-feature competition, which when exhausted devolves into price wars reducing profitability until products become obsolete. The rush is then on to develop and sell the next product to maintain a business, often employing a re-examination of existing customer needs in a reactive manner.

FIGURE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRADITIONAL PRODUCT MINDEDSET</th>
<th>INTERNET OF THINGS MINDEDSET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALUE CREATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer needs</td>
<td>Address real-time and emergent needs in a proactive manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand alone product</td>
<td>Product refreshes through over-the-air updates and has synergy value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that becomes obsolete over time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single point data</td>
<td>Information convergence creates the experience for current products and enables services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that is used for future product requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALUE CAPTURE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path to profit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sell the next product or device</td>
<td>Enable recurring revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTROL POINTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentially includes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commodity advantages, IP, ownership, &amp; brand</td>
<td>Add value personalization and context; network effects between products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage core competencies, existing resources &amp; processes</td>
<td>Understand how other ecosystem partners make money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Traditional and IoT business approaches [10]

Value capture however incorporates the prospect of other revenue streams not limited the sale of physical products. These alternative revenue streams include the sale of value-added services, subscriptions and apps to consumers, but also can include the provision of information services to third parties and multiple collaborators. Figure 2 demonstrates the key differences between these two mindsets and demonstrates the need for the development of business models focusing on data and service value propositions rather than physical product sales.

With this new mindset comes the realisation of the importance of the role of information in creating value propositions. Not only the collection and use of data within a single company or application scenario, but the convergence of multiple, disparate data streams employed to create new meaning and value which are shared and used by multiple collaborators [2]. It is from this foundation that new business models can be developed for use within the interconnected world of the Internet of things.

III. VALUE GENERATION FOR IoT

Traditionally the money stream for businesses is exclusively linked to the product stream pricing, and any information generated from products or business activities tends to not have a specific value attached to it [11]. This tends to mean costs of information are hidden in the product pricing, leading to a mindset of reluctance to value, or consider paying for, information streams.

In the IoT information takes centre stage as a commodity with intrinsic value, even though every information stream is linked in some way to a physical device. It is therefore important to be able to view information as an asset in its own right rather than just a by-product of data capture from suitably enabled devices.

A. Laws of Information

Although it is clear how data and the information it yields is of core importance to IoT businesses, it can be difficult quantify how much of an asset it is. Whilst it is possible to measure the (increasing) costs of organisational resources spent on data capture, storage, processing and maintenance; it can be difficult to assess the value of information to the organisation.

In order to be able to quantify the value of information, to then be able identify potential value capture opportunities, Bucherer & Uckelman [11] cite Moody & Walsh’s seven ‘Laws of Information’ [12] and explain their relevance to IoT as follows:

First Law of Information: Information is (infinitely) shareable and can be shared with Others without loss of value – Here the IoT provides access to data streams from products which can be shared any number of times with multiple collaborators. This data can be monetised through paid for access, and when the income outweighs the cost of data acquisition it becomes a viable value proposition (which is also scales with the number of ‘information customers’)

Second Law of Information: The value of information increases with use and it does not provide any value it is not used at all – The major cost factors related to data are collection, storage and maintenance of said data, with the cost of accessing being relatively small. The IoT provides a framework to not only reduce the costs of data acquisition, but also provides increased opportunities for that data to be used. One challenge is how to ensure your data is known about by potential consumers and that it is useful to them so it does get used (and therefore have its value increase)
Third Law of Information: Information is perishable and depreciates over time – The IoT provides the capacity for real-time data gathering to provide the benefits of contextual information and life cycle information access. In addition to this the growing amount of historical data could be integrated with real time information enabling predictive services which could maintain the value of older data.

Fourth Law of Information: The value of information increases with accuracy – The automatic identification and individualisation provided by IoT devices allows for a fine grained view of the real world (and individual entities, such as people, houses or vehicles). This allows for a far greater level of accuracy in data gathering than historical method of monitoring, therefore providing a greater depth of information for sale to collaborators.

Fifth Law of Information: The value of information increases when combined with other information – For example a SatNav algorithm with just a destination will adequately propose a route for the driver, but if it included information about traffic conditions, weather conditions, driver road preferences and the time of the drivers appointment from his calendar it could arguably do a better job. The IoT provides access to multiple data streams from different objects, and the sharing of information between data aggregators and information service providers will increase the value of other information it gets analysed with.

Sixth Law of Information: More information is not necessarily better – More information is better, and increases in value, up to a certain point. When there is more information incoming than can be processed it leads to information overload and a decrease in the usefulness of that information. The IoT provides an inherent level of filtering due to device individualisation, however personalisation and customisation of information through pre-processing can not only reduce the chance of information overload, but potentially add to the value of the incoming information by making it even more usable.

Seventh Law of Information: Information is not depletable – Not only can you not lose the value of information (other than any depreciation over time) but information is self-generating. This occurs through the processing, analysis, summarising or combining with other information, where new information is created from the old. With the vast array of potential device types, and therefore data streams available from the IoT this law should be considered fertile ground for value creation within any business model.

B. Revenue Generation for IoT

With the IoT more (and in particular more detailed) information becomes available, whilst also being more directly associated with individually identifiable devices. This higher level of information granularity provides the ability to trace specific device usage, status and location data, which provides for new types of value proposition scenarios not previously available to the traditional business approaches.

With these new opportunities, such as linking product related data to a consumer (e.g. carbon footprint) or the exact billing of products and services based on actual use (e.g. rental car usage or returnable transport items), comes a need to translate the value of data into value propositions. Bucherer & Uckelman [11] list the following requirements as specific elements that allow the principles described by the Seven Laws of Data to be used for value propositions which take the perspective of fulfilling customer needs:

Providing the right information:
• Linking information to a specific device
• … in the right granularity...
  • High information granularity, providing new levels of clarity and insight
• … and the right condition …
  • High information accuracy
  • Aggregation of information from numerous sources, such as tags, sensors and embedded systems
  • Integration and further analysis of other data allowing for new insights to be derived
  • Pre-defined syntax and semantics
• … at the right time …
  • Timeliness of data
  • Access to real time information in addition to historical data for analysis
  • Real-time analysis and business intelligence providing high resolution management
  • Intelligent real-time decision making capability based on real-time physical events
• … anywhere in the network …
  • Online access with possible offline usage
  • mobile access
• … at an appropriate price
  • Transparent pricing
  • Low premium for billing services – price should be for the information not the infrastructure

With this new perspective on information potential roles in value propositions comes the opportunity for new revenue streams for businesses. The value of information has typically been determined by the cost of the infrastructure, but now information can (and should for IoT business models) have its value calculation decoupled from the cost of the sensor, tags, networks and hardware used to collect and store it. For IoT businesses the value of information, and the revenues that can be derived from that, should be based upon information flows to customers and the benefits derived by those customers, who may not be the consumers or users of the device.

This introduces another important aspect, that of new customer relationships which can open up new avenues of revenue generation. Compared to the physical exchange of products, where the actors are generally limited to the value chain with revenue generation ending at supply to consumer, information exchange can involve range of involved parties outside those traditional relationships. The relationships with these actors can be identified and defined by information flows which can be unidirectional, bi-directional or multidirectional.
4). proposition, the customer, financials and infrastructure (figure [15] Business Model Canvas by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009) and ways to link them within literature. One approach is the universal and there are a wide variety of proposed components links between components and their dynamics participants and the sources of revenue.

He describes business models as an architecture of the company. These aspects describe how the company produces and sells a good or service and, although not always explicitly expressed as such, constitutes a business model which can represent how that business operates. Although 'business model' is a much used term which varies in meaning, a commonly cited definition is found in Timmers (1998) [13]. He describes business models as an architecture of the products, services and information flows which includes the involved actors, their roles, the potential value created for all participants and the sources of revenue.

The concept of business models as a system of components, links between components and their dynamics [14] is pretty universal and there are a wide variety of proposed components and ways to link them within literature. One approach is the Business Model Canvas by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009) [15] which describe 4 main perspectives, those of value proposition, the customer, financials and infrastructure (figure 4).

IV. BUSINESS MODELS FOR IoT

Each business activity can be reduced to a number of core elements, which at the simplest level consist of the value proposition, production and distribution, and customers of the company. These aspects describe how the company produces and sells a good or service and, although not always explicitly expressed as such, constitutes a business model which can represent how that business operates. Although 'business model' is a much used term which varies in meaning, a commonly cited definition is found in Timmers (1998) [13]. He describes business models as an architecture of the products, services and information flows which includes the involved actors, their roles, the potential value created for all participants and the sources of revenue.

The value proposition defines what is actually provided for the customer. It identifies actual customer needs and the aspects of the product or service that directly provide for those needs. It also describes quantitative (price, time of delivery etc.) and qualitative (brand, design etc.) elements which are integral to the value offered. For the IoT information derived from products and the amalgamation of information from numerous sources form the basis for value propositions rather than the product related benefits of traditional business models.

The customer component describes the groups of people who are served by the value proposition. It includes the range of customer segments (the different groups of potential customers), by how those customers are interacted with through channels and the relationships with those customers. With information as the core value proposition the customers an IoT company might be engaged with could be very different to a traditional product based approach. Although end user consumers may well be one customer segment, new customers who could derive benefit from the information collected, or from the integration of multiple information streams to provide new types of useful information, become viable. This broadening of potential customer types provides significant opportunities for value capture and represents one of the main advantages of applying IoT thinking to planning business strategies.

The financial perspective includes costs as well as revenues derived from the value proposition. The revenue structure describes the various sources and methods of revenue generation based on the customers identified in the customer component. Here the specific types of revenue stream are identified, such as asset sale, subscription fees, licensing, renting, brokerage fees or advertising. Again, IoT approaches provide new possibilities of how information can be charged for and how those revenue streams are managed, such as a finer level of control of specific product usage charging (per use / per time unit) than has been possible before.

The infrastructure components consist of key partners, key activities and key resources. These elements describe what the business needs to do (activities), use (resources) and who they need to collaborate with (partners) to be able to offer the value proposition. The infrastructure component will dictate how a company needs to structure itself (or re-structure its operation) to align itself with IoT principles. With new types of information based value propositions the way a company needs to operate may be substantially different to traditional approaches, and the range of resources and partners shift, or expand, significantly.

With information now playing a central role as the value proposition, rather than traditional product centered value propositions, we now have a business model which potentially develops in a very different manner to traditional approaches. We might see different types of customer, or relationships with those customers along with new partner relationships and different focusses for company infrastructure aspects. More importantly, this approach can lead to fundamental shifts in how revenue is generated from the value proposition and how the costs of producing / supporting the value proposition are assessed.
Although we have seen significant examples of companies successfully applying new business models to the internet domain (such as Amazon, Google, eBay and Apple iTunes) there are many companies who are not actively transitioning their businesses to encompass these new ways of (and opportunities) of doing business. In 2008 IBM's Global CEO Report [16] indicated that 98% of CEO’s saw the need for business model innovation in their companies, with market factors having the biggest effect on their organisations. In 2012 IBM's report [17] technology is (for the first time) considered the largest driver for change in the companies (figure 5), along with showing significant need for a shift in partner collaboration approaches. The report also demonstrates the most successful companies are those most able to manage change.

![Figure 5. External forces expected to impact organisations over the next 3-5 years [17]](image)

This requirement for change in companies approaches to an increasingly competitive and dynamic market place, combined with the rise in importance of technology, big data and new collaborations, demonstrates the need for structured approaches to guide and manage such changes within companies. Business models with an alignment to IoT principles have the potential to offer companies a holistic approach to assessing business opportunities and how to engage with them in the new business environments presented with the growth of IoT.

V. NEST

Nest Labs [12] is a company that designs and produces thermostats and smoke-detectors for home automation. Their products are programmable, sensor-driven, WI-FI enabled and self-learning devices which can be remotely controlled. Their main product, and the focus of this section of the paper, is the Nest Learning Thermostat.

A. The Nest Thermostat

The Nest Thermostat (Figure 6) is used to control a properties heating and cooling systems. It is a round device mounted on the wall sporting a round LCD display and outer control ring which the user turns to adjust the temperature. The device includes sensors for temperature, humidity, proximity, far-field activity, near-field activity and ambient light, along with WI-Fi support for 802.11b/g/n and 802.15.4 Wi-Fi (both at 2.4 Ghz) [13].

![Figure 6. The Nest Learning Thermostat](image)

Although the Nest thermostat is programmable for set heating ranges and schedules the device is able to learn the householders preferences and patterns to generate its own schedule. Over the first week the user just adjusts the temperature manually to the desired setting (turning it down when leaving the house or going to bed). The Linux based software employs a machine learning algorithm to construct a schedule of temperatures and times which it will then automatically adjust the heating too.

In addition to the automated learning functionality the device uses its motion sensors to detect when the house is empty. When no motion has been detected for two hours the thermostat engages its 'Auto-Away' mode and automatically reduces the temperature to avoid heating an empty home.

B. Product Focused Business Model

With estimated sales of 200,000 units a month in 2014 [20] and with estimated revenues of $300M the Nest thermostat is obviously a product that can take centre stage in a solid business model. Funk (2014) [21] examines the Nest Thermometer business model from a product centred perspective.

From this perspective the Nest Thermostat offers ends users the value propositions of reduced energy consumption (with associated costs savings), ease of use (self-programming and automated), remote control (via mobile apps), aesthetics and lifestyle symbols. These value propositions are intrinsically ‘per product’ based and entirely focused on home owner consumers of the product. As such the customer perspective is mainly focused around homeowners, with any collaborations, such as with new home construction companies, utility service providers and government programs, aimed at just getting more individual units sold and installed.

The value generation is limited to the revenue stream of unit sales and control app sales associated with each device. Estimates of revenue using this business model range from $375M [21] to $412M [20] by 2015. This approach is an
excellent example of the 'one-and-done' paradigm of selling product, where for Nest Labs to continue making money they have to keep selling new thermostats. This leads to the business being reliant on developing new models or products that people will keep on buying (and how often will homeowners want to replace a heating thermostat?).

In January 2014 Nest Labs was acquired by Google for $3.2 billion [22]. To recoup this sort of purchase price a significant number of products would need to be sold if just considering a product centric business model. Now withstanding the fact that Nest have other products in their portfolio (smoke alarms and security cameras), and the discussion about Google buying their way into a new market place whilst paying a premium to maintain the old management structure, there are commentators who consider Google may have overpaid for Nest [20].

An alternative perspective is that there is a whole layer of value contained in the Nest company which does not get explained (or accessed) by this product based mindset. It is possible that the real value of Nest Labs lies in an IoT oriented business model which introduced whole new value propositions, customer relationships and revenue streams.

C. IoT Focused Business Model

Nest Labs have developed a business model that uses the data collected by their thermostats in homes at its centre rather than the sale of the product itself. Nest sells information on energy usage patterns to electricity utility companies which allows them to plan their energy production more effectively [23].

In electricity supply any over production cannot be stored and so goes to waste, however too little production means there’s not enough to go round when needed and leads to brown-outs (the reduction or restriction of supply in a particular area). Utility companies have to predict future usage and plan their production or purchasing of electricity accordingly. Their objective is to have just a slight overproduction to actual usage to minimise any waste.

In the past energy producers have had little more than historical data of usage to predict future demand and plan their production on. With intelligent products like the Nest Thermostat it is now possible to get far more immediate and more detailed information on actual usage by its customers. Indeed, with the Nest's profiling capability, it is even possible to get detailed information on the expected usage as every thermometer has the information of when it expects to turn up the heat (or air conditioning) depending on its knowledge of that families activity patterns (i.e. when they get home from work).

These usage patterns (both real-time usage and future predictions) represent valuable information to utility companies who can use it to make more accurate prediction regarding production, reduce over production and consequently save significant amounts of money. Nest have built a relationship with a number of energy providers where they are being paid a fee for the supply of usage metrics, in the order of $40 per installation per year.

When we examine the information provided by Nest to the utility companies we can see how it aligns to revenue generation (section II B) based on the 7 Laws of Information discussed above. Providing the right information consists of accurate usage statistics linked to real homes identified uniquely by their Nest Thermostats ID. This information has a high level of granularity, especially compared to the regional usage metrics electricity companies had to rely on previously. The right condition of the information is represented by high accuracy, combined metrics from multiple thermostats in one building and predictive usage data. The real-time nature of usage data, combined with the access to historical and future predictions gives utilities access to ‘right time’ information, and accessible from anywhere through web connectivity. Finally the appropriate pricing is provided by transparent prices per installation where the cost of information is decoupled from the cost of the infrastructure.

With a clearer picture of the nature of the value the information the company possesses it now can take a core role as a value proposition in an IoT focused business model. Figure 7 uses the Business Model Framework presented above to construct a business model for the Nest Thermometer using an IoT centred approach.

In the business model for the Nest Thermometer we can see the real-time energy usage information and predictive analytics providing the information based value propositions. The customer component now consists of utility companies being the consumer of the service accessing it via web connections through automated systems. The revenue structure provides for per installation subscription fees rather than a per product sales revenue, with costs being associated with data collection and processing rather than costs of unit production. Finally the infrastructure component, with related key activities, resources and partners, acts as a guide to how the company needs to structure its activities and partner relationships in light of an information based value proposition.

![Fig. 7. Business Model for the Nest Thermometer](image)

In early 2014 Nest had 12 major utility partners [24] using this subscription model with an expectation that number would grow in the future, with Nest's founder Tony Fadell stating he
expected this side of the business will in time earn more for the company than the sale of devices [23]. There is also the potential for Nest to investigate customer segments other than utility companies, such as renewable energy companies like solar panel companies for the monitoring and control of distributed energy technologies rather than just grid-based energy supply.

Nest have also recently announced trials where they control users house temperatures through their Nest Thermostats at the request of utility companies to manage peak usage [25]. In parts of America, on hot days, there can be a problem with numerous air conditioners being turned on at the same time (when people return from work for instance) and the demand outstrips the energy companies production capabilities. This forces the company to buy extra electricity on the energy market (along with many other supply companies who are in the same position) which pushes the price of electricity up huge amount, or enforce restrictions in supply (brown-outs).

The principle behind the trial being conducted by Nest and a number of utility companies is that a small reduction in usage by a large number of people at those critical times of day can make a significant difference to peak demand. To achieve this home owners are offered a scheme, called Rush Hour Rewards, that they can subscribe too which gives them discount rewards on their electricity bills if they allow Nest to take control of their thermostats during peak load.

Nest uses an algorithm combining local weather conditions, the actual temperature of the house, the customers usual schedules and the preferred temperatures of that customer. This allows them to micro-manage individual houses temperatures and gradually reduce them by just a degree or two so the occupant does not notice the shift. Another approach is to predict a demand spike and automatically pre-cool the house (before the owner gets home) using cheaper electricity before the period of high demand occurs.

The Rush Hour Rewards trial demonstrates how new value propositions can be leveraged from the same data and how value can be offered to numerous customers at the same time (here benefiting homeowners with the opportunity of discounts and utility companies with the management of peak demand). It also demonstrates the power IoT enabled devices offer where multiple information streams are processed and real-time control decisions are made to manage individual home's temperatures for the benefit of another customer.

VI. CONCLUSION

Aligning business operations to the new marketplace expected with development of IoT devices and infrastructures patenty has importance for the future of companies. With a structured approach of considering information as value propositions it is possible to employ business modelling as a tool to design (or re-design) a companies structure to operate within, and exploit, the new types of opportunities the IoT offers.

The Nest example clearly demonstrates the principles presented in this paper of attributing value to information produced by IoT devices and converting those value concepts to revenue generation principles which can be used as value propositions in a business model.

The Nest Thermostats IoT business model described above shows how new customer segments can be defined when information value propositions are used, along with completely different revenue models from that of the 'one-and-done' physical product revenue stream. It also demonstrates how the landscape of business partners can shift and how the operating costs and infrastructure can change in light of a new business approach.

As such, the Nest example acts as a validation of the approach presented by this paper of using information and its value aspects as a core foundation for creating business models which are effective at aligning companies to IoT.

The author considers that, not only is there potentially great value for companies to start considering their business model in light of IoT, but also that a framework focussing on information (such as the one presented here) is the key to the required shift in perspective.

VII. SUMMARY

With the expected drastic increases in IoT enabled devices there is a need for companies to prepare for business in a market place where information takes on a far larger and more complex role than ever before. It is arguable that this will require a shift in mindset from a traditional product based approach to one that considers information, and the value of that information, as a central component of business structure and operations.

Business Models offer one structured way for companies to realign their offerings and operations with an IoT way of thinking which places information at its core. This requires information to be considered and understood as an asset with intrinsic value which can then be used as value propositions for an IoT oriented business model.

This paper has presented a method of ascribing value to information and a Business Model Framework that can be used to formulate suitable business models. An example of the Nest Thermometer is used to demonstrate the principles of an information centred business model and how IoT focused approaches can provide new business opportunities.

It is hoped that this examination of business modelling for IoT can be used as a useful introduction for companies who might not be aware of the implications IoT might have on them, and to act as a guide to how companies might go about investigating the integration of IoT principles into their business planning for the future.
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Abstract—A literature review on metrics use in free-to-play games was undertaken, searching for common metrics in use for the development, monitoring, and improvement of free-to-play games. The most significant metrics found were related to measuring player engagement and player churn. Other gameplay related metrics tend to be more game specific, related to the game mechanics and genre.

I. INTRODUCTION

The freemium or free-to-play model has gained ground in recent years in the games industry. Players are able to start playing the game without having to pay anything. Often they can keep playing for free, but there are certain items, bonuses, or in-game currency that one can buy from within the game. This might lead to faster progress through the game, an advantage over other players in a multiplayer setting, or just an aesthetic change. The majority of the players never pay anything, but if the number of players is large enough, there are also enough paying customers. The aim is to get enough players to try the game out, and then to keep a good percentage of them coming back as well. As Drachen et al. [1] point out, free-to-play games need metrics data to keep the players playing, and consequently also spending money. This leads to regular monitoring and updating of the game. The updates need to be spaced so that people keep being engaged with the game, and the update cycles can also drive players to come back to the game more often, so that they do not miss timed content [2].

The themes, genres, and gameplay mechanics of free-to-play games are quite varied, as free-to-play is only a description of the economic model of the game. Thus a free-to-play game can be a casual, social Facebook or mobile game, an online roleplaying game, a real-time strategy game, a first-person shooter, a digital trading card game, etc. The common thing among all these different types of games is only that they are offered with free entry, more as services rather than products. Getting the game released for the public is only the beginning of the development process. This makes gathering data on the success of the game design even more important than in games sold as products. Many of these points and the metrics described in this paper are also applicable to subscription based persistent games.

In order to provide a steady stream of updates, the game developers need to know which direction the game design should take. Quantitative and qualitative feedback can help in identifying game design flaws or in experimenting with new features. Qualitative feedback can be gathered through player surveys, and quantitative gameplay data can be gathered as players play the game. Both of these complement each other and help in interpreting the data. This paper will take a look at quantitative or telemetry data, and how to make use of it in a free-to-play context. It will however not go into the details of how the data is gathered or analysed.

There are various types of metrics that can be used to analyse gameplay and other factors of a game. The choice of gameplay metrics naturally depends on the type of game in question. There are however some metrics that can be gathered regardless of the game’s genre or mechanics. The aim of this paper is to gather together some existing and known practices in applying metrics analysis in free-to-play games, and to give some examples of useful gameplay metrics. First some related work in free-to-play games and game metrics research is looked at briefly in section II, followed by a description of the research method of this paper in section III. Then the results are presented in section IV and finally some further issues and implications are discussed in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

So far there has been very little work looking into metrics use in free-to-play games specifically. There have been some studies on other aspects of free-to-play games however, especially regarding the social aspects of some of them. Some more data is available on gameplay metrics, but these are often from the perspective of playtesting first-person shooters or role-playing games, and detailing the technical aspects or visualisation of the telemetry data. Some general points pertaining to gameplay metrics can nevertheless be useful in a free-to-play scenario as well.

A closely related field of study is game user research, which is often interested in answering the same type of questions regarding e.g. player engagement, but deploys a variety of methodologies. Game metrics analysis is one of them.

A. Free-to-Play Games

Sotamaa et al. [2] have taken a look at Zynga’s Frontierville, a social free-to-play Facebook game that is free to play with fast update cycles. They highlight the importance of rhythms for social games. The rhythms are created by game mechanics (timers limiting how often the player clicks on things), session length, weekly updates, and more sparse seasonal theme updates.
A work-in-progress paper by Paavilainen et al. [6] recognised user interface layout, navigation and the help system as key areas with the most playability issues in free-to-play social games. If a game has playability issues, it will also affect the rate at which players will leave the game, switching perhaps to another free-to-play game. Players who are not satisfied with the game will not spend money on it either, even if they keep playing.

B. Game Metrics

As Drachen and Canossa [7] point out, gameplay metrics analysis is focused on looking at what the player does in the game. Additionally, hypotheses can be made about why the player is behaving in a certain manner. To back up the hypotheses, other methods should be used with the metrics. Gómez-Maureira et al. [8] did a comparison of methodologies, combining gameplay metrics, biometrics, and interviews to inform improvements on level design in a 2D platformer. They found that data from all three methodologies were needed for best results. For a level designer, each of the combinations of two methods offered suggestions for improving level design, but there were differences in which things were suggested. The differences were however not as large as suspected initially. The study nevertheless indicates that it is important to back the gameplay metrics data with some other source, especially in determining why players are doing what they are doing. The advantage of gameplay data is that it is readily available, as long as there is room to store the data.

Lanzi et al. [9] gathered gameplay data including user gestures and collisions of game objects from two playtests. The metrics showed a problem with the pace of the game, so the game design was updated according to the results.

C. Game Metrics in Free-to-Play Games

Gagné et al. [3] have analysed telemetry data from a free-to-play real-time strategy game, Pixel Legions. They worked with the developer to create a system of visualisation for the gameplay data to help answer the game design questions and hypotheses the developer had.

Hadiji et al. [4] found that predicting player churn can be done based on the patterns of player logins and other session data, which are available for any type of game. Another study [5] also attempted to predict high-value player churn, as well as testing incentives for players to return to the game.

III. Research Method

The research method applied is a literature review summarising metrics use in the context of freemium games. Because of the sparsity of articles on the topic, various search terms such as game analytics, game data mining, free-to-play, etc. were used to uncover possible articles of interest in different article databases. Further articles were found also by going through the references listed in the found articles. Some additional non-academic articles and blog posts were used to gather a more complete view of game analytics as it is in use in the industry.

IV. Results

Perhaps the most important and used metrics in free-to-play games are related to player engagement and player churn. The two are closely related, as to avoid churn, one needs to engage the players. Game developers are interested in finding out how engaging the game is during a certain period of time (for example after an update, or an advertisement campaign), and in predicting players that are about to churn, i.e. leave the game. These churning players could then be contacted and incentivised to stay.

Other metrics related to gameplay can be used to guide design decisions for updates. These metrics are more varied across game genres.

A. Player Engagement

The metrics for free-to-play games are by necessity strongly tied to monetisation, but to be able to monetise, the game needs to engage players. The critical point in the game for player engagement is the beginning. Players need to be guided through the first hurdles of learning the game controls and gameplay mechanics, so that they will keep playing and coming back to play. Gathering metrics on the tutorial or the first levels of a game is especially important for its success. In the end player engagement is the driving force behind the use of telemetry data and the metrics derived from it for improving game design. Metrics for measuring player engagement include:

- DAU/MAU
- sessions/DAU

The simplest and most important metric for measuring player engagement is the ratio of daily average users (DAU) per monthly average users (MAU), i.e. the DAU/MAU ratio. Game design changes can be reflected in this ratio, and if the ratio is too low, efforts should be directed into improving the game design [10]. Some quote 20% as a good percentage [11].

There are some things to take into consideration when using the DAU/MAU. It is a constantly changing ratio, and affected by the amount of new users coming in because of an advertisement campaign, for example [11]. Another thing to remember is that if the percentage of players who keep coming back to play is low, it in itself does not tell anything about why it is low.

A related metric also measuring player engagement is sessions/DAU, meaning how many times players log in to the game per day [12]. The exact number varies according to game genre and how long the average session in the game is. The sessions/DAU ratio is nevertheless more stable than DAU/MAU [11]. Thus if sessions/DAU starts declining, something has gone wrong.

The length and pacing of sessions can also be used to guide design decisions. Developers may want to favour a certain style of gameplay, tracking what seems to be the most popular session length or number of sessions per day [13]. Junebud for example tracks session length and frequency by recording login and logout times for each player [14]. Session length and other data was also tracked in Pixel Legions [3], to find out aspects of player behaviour such as:
• When players stop playing
• How often they lose
• What players care about (the kind of levels they prefer etc.)
• How they handle difficulty
• Which levels players like

This (session data) combined with the tracking of player progression will inform developers of update needs, so that players do not run out of content. Even game mechanics can be introduced that will take care that players do not progress too fast through the entire content [2]. This includes the use of timers or energy bars, which were employed in e.g. Frontierville to great extent, creating a steady rhythm for the game. At the same time these can of course be used to entice players to spend money.

B. Player Retention

The retention rate describes the percentage of players that stay and play the game again over a certain period of time. It is calculated per installation of the game, from the installation date. Day 1 retention gathers up the players who came back the next day after installing the game, day 7 retention has all the players who came back (any day) within a week of installation. A good retention rate for day 1 is thought to be 35-40%

C. Churn Prediction

As the retention rate measures how well players are staying with the game, the opposite is true of the churn rate, which tells how many users are lost during a period of time. Game developers are interested in trying to predict this rate, and to identify the potential churners, the players who leave the game and do not return. Hadiji et al. [4] have developed a churn prediction model independent of game design. By using decision trees, and using a more relaxed definition of churn, they were able to predict which players were about to leave the game. Instead of looking at players churning by a fixed point in time, the study made use of a window, in which the players that were about to churn were already considered churned. This allows for time for the developers to motivate the players to return. The study found that the average time between sessions was an important predicting feature. This helps towards an understanding of why players churn.

A contributed article [15] on Gamasutra, a website dedicated to game development, details data mining efforts for churn prediction in the MMO game Aion. Even though a neural network approach was working well, they preferred decision trees. They were able to get the prediction rate of decision trees up and false positives down by refining the model by trees. They were able to get the prediction rate of decision tree approach was working well, they preferred decision churn prediction in the MMO game Aion. Even though a neural network approach was working well, they preferred decision tree approach was working well, they preferred decision

D. Gameplay Metrics

Whereas the metrics measuring player engagement or non-engagement are not very helpful in answering why things are as they are, gameplay metrics can yield more information about what the players are actually doing. If interpreted correctly, they can even begin to answer why player engagement is low, for example.

Playtime, player’s progress through levels, use of items, etc. are generally good to track in any game [16]. Playtime is related to user engagement and the previous metrics described above. Progress through levels lets the developer know if the game is getting difficult for the players at a steady pace, or if there are unexpected tough spots. Players could be employing a wrong strategy or choosing the wrong route for example, and could perhaps be better guided towards the correct choice. The use of items has special significance in competitive games, where the balance between different items is important. If a

• Days of play
• Absenteeism rate (number of days skipped during the seven day free trial)

Despite the hypotheses in the beginning and managing to make the prediction more accurate, no specific features were found to be the reason behind why players were churning in general. The data for individual players was nevertheless useful in finding ways to incentivise the player to return. An email was sent before the predicted churn, giving useful advice on the particular topics that player might have been interested in or struggling with.

In both churn predictions, the high rate of people leaving in the beginning of the game has a negative impact on the ability to predict churn. In the case of Aion, this was contained into only the first level of the game by predicting churn rates for each level separately [15]. Thus even though the beginning of the game is significant in keeping players interested, it is difficult to make predictions for it. Interviews and surveys can perhaps shed more light on why players quit so soon [6]. Gameplay metrics analysing if the players are playing the game as intended, taking the tutorial, etc. can also help in a more limited manner.

Another study [5] in churn prediction focused on so called high-value players specifically. They also found that a neural network works best for prediction. Included in the study was an A/B test for determining best ways of getting players back to the game. It was perceived that incentives like free in-game currency did not help to re-engage players. Email and Facebook notifications were however better received before the churn event rather than after, making the churn prediction useful. Another question is what the email or notification should contain. In the case of Aion, customised advice was given to the players [15], whereas in the case of high-value players leaving, it might be better to direct them to another game from the company [5].

The study on high-value players [5] also found that there are differences between game genres and types and the ability to predict player churn. Prediction is easier for a game that requires more interaction and different types of interaction, and thus more regularly spaced logins.
certain weapon is used much more than others, it might mean that the weapon is overpowered compared to the rest of the available weaponry.

The balancing of the game is important in free-to-play games as well, as players get frustrated if they feel the game is not fair. It is especially important for user satisfaction to avoid a complete pay-to-win scenario, where one can buy more powerful items or bonuses with real money and thus make better progress in the game than others who do not spend as much money [17]. There might be cultural differences in to which extent players are willing to accept paying to win, as in China the phenomenon is apparently much more widespread [17].

A good pace of action is important for player engagement. In mobile games, the gameplay data worth tracking in an action based game is related to the player’s gestures on the touch screen, and the collisions between objects. This was studied by Lanzi et al. [9] by conducting two playtests during public events. A flaw in the pace of the game was discovered and corrected. The player’s taps on the screen were too evenly distributed, making the game boring to play for a longer time. The solution was to add boss fights to break the monotonicity. The boss fights lead to an intense period of tapping on the screen, leading to better engagement.

Game metrics analysis allows monitoring of things such as over- or underused game world areas, game features used as intended, and barriers to player progression [16]. This was done in a case study Hullet et al. [18] where they found several unpopular features in a console game (Project Gotham Racing 4) by analysing data e.g. on which gameplay modes players were choosing. While not a free-to-play game, these findings highlight the importance of pruning the content, especially as there is a need for regular updates in a free-to-play scenario. Too much extra content will slow down the update cycle and bring in new possibilities for bugs.

V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The type of analytics that are used to analyse free-to-play games are by necessity often focused on the monetisation of the game, measuring the percentage of paying players. Even though monetisation is important, Zynga for example has realised through experience that it should not drive the changes in the game [19]. Some of the metrics can nevertheless give information on how well changes were received. Such metrics are related to player engagement, such as the DAU/MAU ratio, and information on play session length and frequency. These were the metrics perceived to be relevant to this literature review. Other metrics that are more related to the economics or monetisation of the game (such as player lifetime value) were left out as they were generally perceived to offer little information on the gameplay experience or player satisfaction.

The metrics with clearest information on the success of the game design are the ones directly related to gameplay, such as player paths or gestures, or the frequency of taps (as in the mobile game example by Lanzi et al. [9]). Metrics on player engagement are more suited for testing out hypotheses, as one only gets a rough estimate of what people thought of the update by analysing the player numbers. Churn prediction can offer a bit more information on the point at which players are leaving the game, offering time or level based clues on which parts to improve.

Whereas the data related to the amount of users and sessions can simply be expressed in numbers, gameplay data is often more useful and understandable when it is visualised. This is especially true of spatial and geographical data, like player paths, or the player’s interaction with the user interface of the game. It is important to remember that the data mined and the metrics used must be made accessible for the developers and game designers. This is another important topic that was left out from this review. An example of a data visualisation built for the whole team is Data Cracker for the game Dead Space 2 [20].

It seems most of the research on free-to-play games is related to the social aspects of many of those games. Some articles also were found focusing on churn prediction in free-to-play or persistent games. Research on gameplay metrics is mostly focused on playtesting or game user research, while game user research offers a more complete look into game metrics, adding qualitative data like surveys to help interpret the quantitative data.

The focus of this review was on free-to-play games, but persistent games in general share a many of the same attributes regarding data gathering. Subscription based games are also interested in churn prediction, for example. Free-to-play games differ from these in their need for monetisation, and thus they need to find a balance in the game design by making the game fun, but not too fun. Free-to-play games are also often characterised by a need for frequent updates, and regularly adding new content. It seems there is very little research focused on this kind of agile or lean game development, especially regarding metrics use, but it would definitely be of interest as more and more developers are starting to use a games-as-service model with fast delivery.

As Sotamaa et al. [21] point out, game metrics and the vast amounts of data available to the developers through them, are changing the relationship between the developer and the player: the feedback from players is automated and there is a deeper understanding of what the players are doing. Similarly the game company Junebud is using the instant feedback to test design hypotheses with each update [14].

There are nevertheless constraints regarding the gathering of telemetry data from persistent games. Some limitations are listed by Zoeller [22]. These include:

- game performance issue
- scalability of the storage needed for data collection
- legal and privacy issues

This has an effect on the type and amount of data that can be gathered. There are limitations to what can be deduced from the data as well. To overcome the problems of interpretation of the data, game metrics can be supplemented by other methods, such as user surveys and biometric data. These methods are nevertheless more costly and need player involvement. As it is, metrics cannot predict which steps to take in the design in the game per se, but they can help in testing out hypotheses.

Despite these concerns, game developers will certainly want to gather some data on how their design is working and
being received. As the game industry is constantly changing, it will remain to be seen what role free-to-play games and games as a service will take. It is nevertheless clear that it is a model that is enticing for both game developers and players as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of goal orientation in modern Requirements Engineering (RE) is nowadays tangible [1]. Indeed, attempting to answer the question why a software system is constructed, goals naturally lead to more concrete software requirements [2]. Thus they play an integral part in eliciting, refining, modifying as well as documenting requirements [3]. As such, goals also play a crucial part in use cases in object-oriented approaches.

Over the past twenty years goals have received a lot of attention by researchers as a key phase in RE. Annie Anton [4] quotes a survey that reveals 40 to 60 percent of software defects or failures to be caused by poor software requirements. Addressing such issues in hindsight may prove to be a costly remedy with multiple goal analysis methods proposed in the area. In this study we explore KAOS [2], GBRAM [6] and i* [7] to get a perspective of how different methods approach goals and what aspects they focus on. We also review other studies comparing the three methods such as those presented by Regev and Wegmann [8] to draw conclusions about the different methods’ practical applicability. We also very briefly discuss Evangelia Kavakli’s [1] attempt to knit together the different approaches in order to obtain a more rigid RE framework and ask ourselves if such a unified method may have any downsides. This articles is organised as follows: In Section II we formally introduce goals and explore where they sit in the requirements analysis process. Sections III to V are devoted to examples of goal-based modelling techniques backed by case studies where they are applied in practice. We discuss those techniques in order of formality: from the most formal to the least. In Section VI we weigh up the different methods’ strengths and weaknesses and attempt to outline a “recipe to cook up” a new method using the old ones as ingredients. Finally in Section VII we draw conclusions about the felicity of the models presented and summarise our findings.

II. GOALS AND THEIR ROLE IN RE

Simply put, the goal of a product is the purpose it is intended to serve, such as execute card payment for a payment processor. Although we are mainly concerned with goals in software engineering, goal analysis can be applied much more widely as we shall soon convince ourselves. Annie Anton [6] describes goals as high level objectives of the business, organization or system that capture the reasons why a system is needed and guide decisions at various levels within the enterprise. They are also defined as prescriptive statements of intent whose satisfaction depends upon the co-operation between agents and the environment of the software-to-be [3]. What differentiates goals from requirements is that goals explain what should be achieved and why rather than how.

Axel van Lamsweerde [2], [3] goes on to classify goals according to different criteria, which we look at a little more closely later in this section. Van Lamsweerde [2] further defines a system as the composite of the software to be produced and its environment. The system is comprised of components, which are divided into passive and active ones, the latter being referred to as agents. In a train transport system we recognise the rails as the passive components and the software and humans operating the train transport system as the active ones. Unlike requirements, a goal may in general involve the co-operation of multiple agents [2]. In the train transport system example the safety goal will typically involve the close co-operation of the on-board train controllers, train tracking software, station system, communication infrastructure, passengers and so forth [2]. One of the important outcomes of the RE process is the decision of which parts will be automated and which will not. Van Lamsweerde stresses that a single agent in the software under development responsible for a goal becomes a requirement, whereas a single agent in the environment becomes an assumption.

A. Goal Classification and Goal Interaction

Goal classification can go a long way towards aiding goal acquisition, refinement, requirements extraction and consistency verification. There are multiple ways of classifying goals and with respect to different factors. We continue following van Lamsweerde [2] to find out how goals can be categorised. Just as ordinary requirements can be broadly divided into functional and non-functional (quality), so too can goals be. A functional goal typically captures some maximal set of desired scenarios; it can be established in a clear-cut sense - the concrete services to be provided. A quality goal, on
the other hand, illustrates desired behaviour when executing functional goals such as reliability, security, usability etc.; these can be less clear. Van Lamsweerde further proposes a detailed subdivision of goals, e.g. satisfaction vs. information goals for functional goals to distinguish between goals concerned with satisfying agent requests and goals that keep agents informed about object states. Similarly, non-functional goals can be divided into accuracy, performance and security goals. Accuracy goals demand the state of the object under scrutiny must be correctly reflected by the system-to-be - violation of these goals may have catastrophic consequences. Performance goals are further grouped into time and space performance goals, whereas security goals into confidentiality, integrity and availability goals.

Temporal behaviour provides a further distinction in goal classification. Achieve (resp. cease) goals stipulate some target property must eventually be satisfied (resp. negated) in some future state. Maintain (resp. avoid) goals restrict the behaviour of the system so that in all states some target property must be satisfied (resp. avoided). Optimise goals favour behaviours that best meet some quality goal. Depending on the level of abstraction, goals can also be high-level (“serve more passengers” for a train transport system or “ensure ubiquitous service” for an ATM network) or low-level (“acceleration command delivered on time” for the above train transportation system or “withhold card after 3 wrong PIN entries” for the ATM network) [2].

Separate from goal classification are goal attributes that can be attached to any goal irrespective of its type. The priority of the goal is one such attribute that describes how exigent the satisfaction of that particular goal is and what degree of optionality it can be assigned. These degrees of optionality are, in turn, used as a basis when reconciling conflicting goals. Other relevant attributes may include utility, feasibility etc. A goal, of course, does not exist on its own. We have mentioned conflicting goals and indeed, a conflict link between two goals means that satisfying one goal would lead to the violation of the other. Goals can also support other goals and to correctly capture the different links among them, van Lamsweerde uses AND/OR structures. AND-links associate a goal with a set of subgoals each of which must be satisfied in order for the parent goal to hold. Similarly, OR-links require that at least one subgoal should be satisfied for the parent goal to hold. As we mentioned earlier, quality goals may sometimes turn out to be more challenging to express and satisfy in practice. That is why the term goal satisfying has been introduced, which eliminates the absoluteness in goal satisfaction and implies goal achievement within tolerable limits.

Besides inter-goal links, there also exist links between goals and other elements of the RE model, such as scenarios. According to van Lamsweerde goals and scenarios have complementary characteristics. The former are general, abstract and make intended properties explicit, whereas the latter are concrete, narrative and leave intended properties implicit. That is why scenarios and goals elegantly complement each other for requirements elicitation and validation.

B. Role of Goals in RE

We continue working with Axel van Lamsweerde [2] to discover why goals are actually of the essence. He cites several reasons, which we discuss below:

- First and foremost goals serve to obtain complete and concrete requirements. They provide a reliable criterion for sufficient completeness, which is attained when the requirements specifications extracted can achieve the entire set of goals also taking into account the assumptions made about the environment.
- Pruning irrelevant requirements is also an area goals are widely used. Goals provide a sufficient criterion for requirement pertinence.
- Explaining requirements to stakeholders could also be aided by the use of goals, as goals provide the rationale behind requirements. A requirement appears because of some goal that necessitates it. According to van Lamsweerde [2] a goal refinement tree provides the traceability links from high-level strategic objectives to low-level technical requirements.
- Goals provide the right level of abstraction for requirements elaboration and validation.
- Last but not least conflicting requirements can be identified and conflicts resolved with the help of goals.

III. KAOS

KAOS is one of the best-known software engineering approaches that stresses the importance of explicitly representing and modelling organisation goals [1]. The method stands for “Keep All Objectives Satisfied” and throughout this section we follow Axel van Lamsweerde [5] to get a notion of its structure and practical application. The case study presented in the article discusses a safety injection system for a nuclear power plant and examines the phases from preliminary goal identification to requirements derivation.

A. Initial Goal Identification from the Source Document

After an initial perusal of the documentation of the desired safety injection system, a preliminary set of goals has been extracted. One of those goals is an effective coolant system at all times. The fulfillment of this goal may be hindered by an obstacle such as Ineffective Coolant, which is mitigated by
the goal SafetyInjectionIffLossOfCoolant. This goal is then refined into a subgoal SafetyInjectionIffLowPressure and an accuracy property of the environment SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure.

B. Formalising Goals

KAOS uses a formal language of symbols to ensure correctness and completeness of goals and to aid the requirements elaboration process. In addition to the usual logical concepts and symbols (e.g. "→" - implication and "⇔" - equivalence) KAOS introduces several temporal operators explained below:

\[ \diamond P \] P holds in some future state
\[ \Box P \] P holds in all future states
\[ A \Rightarrow C \] In every future state A implies C i.e., \[ \Box (A \Rightarrow C) \]
\[ A \Leftrightarrow C \] In every future state A implies C i.e., \[ \Box (A \Leftrightarrow C) \]
\[ \bullet P \] P holds in the previous state
\[ \circ P \] P has just become true i.e., \[ \neg P \land P \]

Here is an example showing the formal definition of the goal SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure [5]:

**Goal:** maintain SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure.
**Informal definition:** a safety injection alert should be triggered if and only if the water pressure is below some critical threshold.
**Formal definition:** TriggerSafetyInjectionAlert ⇔ WaterPressure < 'Threshold'.

C. Detecting and Resolving Conflicts

Requirements engineers live in a world where conflicts are the rule rather than the exception [2]. They arise from diverging viewpoints and concerns. Conflicts must be rooted out as early as possible and goals can play a vital role in that process. In the case study under consideration [5] a safety injection alert must be avoided during normal start-up or cool-down.

**Goal:** avoid SafetyInjectionDuringNStartup/CoolDown.
**Informal definition:** a safety injection alert should not be triggered during start-up/cool-down even if the water pressure drops below the critical threshold.
**Formal definition:** \( \neg (NStartUp \lor NCoolDown) \Rightarrow \neg TriggerSafetyInjectionAlert. \)

As can be easily established, in the previous subsection the goal to maintain SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure is not at odds with the goal we just defined, unless the power plant happens to be in a start-up or cool-down state when the water pressure sinks below the threshold. The conflict resolution tactics we can employ [5] lead to the weakening of the goal of maintaining SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure, which, in turn, becomes:

**Goal:** maintain SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressureUnlessStartUp/CoolDown
**Informal definition:** a safety injection alert should be triggered whenever the water pressure is below some critical threshold, except during normal start-up and cool-down.
**Formal definition:** \( \neg (NStartUp \lor NCoolDown) \land WaterPressure < 'Threshold' \Leftrightarrow TriggerSafetyInjectionAlert \)

D. Refining Goals and Assigning Agent Responsibilities

As we pointed out in section II, a requirement is a single agent responsible for one goal. Ultimately, we strive to extract concrete requirements from the goal analysis, ergo we must reduce each goal to an objective within the responsibility of one agent. Such a goal would require the safety injection alert system to constantly monitor the current operating regime [5], which is impracticable and therefore the goal to maintain SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure is unrealisable. To resolve the situation Letier and van Lamsweerde employ an agent-based refinement tactic and split the goal into two subgoals, also introducing a state variable Overridden that monitors the current operational mode of the power plant. Formally the two subgoals are defined as follows:

**Subgoal:** maintain SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressureUnlessOverridden
**Formal definition:** TriggerSafetyInjectionAlert ⇔ WaterPressure < 'Threshold' \land \neg Overridden.

**Subgoal:** maintain Overridden
**Informal definition:** the state variable Overridden contains information about the current working regime of the power plant. It is **true** if the plant is in a state of normal start-up or normal cool-down and **false** otherwise.
**Formal definition:** Overridden ⇔ (NStartUp \lor NCoolDown).

Letier and van Lamsweerde go on to claim that a human **Operator** agent may be placed in charge of monitoring the current operating regime of the power plant and thus this agent can directly control the state variable Overridden. That is how both subgoals become realisable. The role of the human agent becomes an environment assumption, whereas the automated safety injection alert becomes a software requirement.

E. Predicting and Resolving Obstacles

The first round of goal identification tends to be overidealistic and to overlook possible unexpected behaviour [5]. Not anticipating exceptional behaviour may result in incomplete and unrealistic requirements. An **obstacle** is such an exceptional scenario that may hinder goal satisfaction. Formally an obstacle \( O \) is said to obstruct a goal \( G \) if and only if:

\[ \{O, Dom\} \models \neg G \text{ obstruction} \]
\[ Dom \neq \neg O \text{ domain consistency,} \]

where \( Dom \) denotes the software environment and its assumptions.

Obstacle analysis adopts a pessimistic view of goals, requirements and the software environment. It looks for ways to violate the assumed behaviour of the agents to yield a more robust and less error-prone system.

In the security injection system example Letier and van Lamsweerde cite a failure in the activity of the human agent as a possible obstacle. Under normal circumstances we would assume that the human **Operator** agent accurately updates the value of the state variable Overridden whenever the power plant switches operational mode between normal start-up and...
normal operational mode, or between normal start-up and normal cool-down. More formally, our assumption states the following:

**Assumption:** avoid $\text{OverriddenWhenNoNStartUp\&NCoolDown}$

**Informal definition:** outside normal start-up and cool-down the state variable $\text{Overridden}$ should be set to $\text{false}$.

**Formal definition:** $\text{\neg \Diamond(\neg N\text{StartUp} \lor NC\text{oolDown}) } \Rightarrow \text{\neg \Diamond \text{Overridden}}$.

**ResponsibilityOf:** Operator

Let us now imagine the Operator agent accidentally activates the state variable $\text{Overridden}$ after the power plant has exited its normal start-up mode and entered regular operational mode. We must stress that we completely rule out any malicious intention or grievous negligence on the part of the agent, i.e. that they would deliberately or inadvertently disable the security injection system at a moment when it may be needed. This yields the following obstacle:

**Obstacle:** Operator fails to update $\text{Overridden}$

**Informal definition:** the Operator agent inadvertently overrides the security injection system while the power plant is in regular operational mode and the water pressure is still above the minimum.

**Formal definition:** $\Diamond(\neg \Diamond (N\text{StartUp} \lor NC\text{oolDown}) \land \neg \Diamond \text{Overridden})$

Once envisaged, obstacles must be adequately addressed. Obstacle resolution techniques involve assessing the criticality and the likelihood of the obstacle, exploring alternatives and selecting the best one based on a complex of factors such as cost, practicability, risks, performance, etc [5]. The workaround suggested by Letier and van Lamsweerde [5] involves strengthening the responsibility of the automated security injection system to include monitoring the water pressure at all times. Thus we obtain another goal for the automated system:

**Goal:** maintain $\text{Overridden}$ depending on water pressure

**Informal definition:** the automated safety injection system should at all times monitor the water pressure and leave $\text{true}$ as the value of the state variable $\text{Overridden}$ if and only if it was already set to $\text{true}$ by the human Operator in the previous state and the water pressure had dropped below the threshold.

**Formal definition:** $\text{\Diamond \neg \Diamond (N\text{StartUp} \lor NC\text{oolDown}) } \land \text{\Diamond (WaterPressure < 'Threshold') } \land \text{WaterPressure < 'Threshold'}$

**ResponsibilityOf:** automated security injection system

Obstacle analysis is an iterative process [5]: the solution of one obstacle may give rise to others that need addressing. After strengthening the responsibility of the automated security injection system one may ask what the purpose of the human agent is and if it is cost-conscious to employ an error-prone human only to monitor when the power plant switches working regimes. Obstacle analysis cycles involve trade-offs among various non-functional application-specific goals regarding safety, reliability, cost, performance, etc. It is a constructive method particularly relevant to high assurance systems as many deficiencies are known to be caused by incomplete risk assessment and poor design not properly appraising the human factors and other sources of failure.

---

**F. Extracting Operational Requirements from System Goals**

Having resolved the obstacle in the previous subsection we can now proceed towards turning that goal into a requirement. The transition presented here is simple and straightforward and uses the so-called 'Immediate Achieve’ operationalisation pattern [5]:

**Operation:** OverrideSafetyInjection

**PerformedBy:** automated security injection system

**Input:** Overridden, WaterPressure; **Output:** Overridden

**DomPre:** $\text{@Overridden}, \text{\bullet (WaterPressure < 'Threshold')} \land \text{WaterPressure < 'Threshold'}$;

**DomPost:** Overridden;

**ReqPre/TrigFor:** SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressureUnlessOverridden

The table above states that the automated security injection system will execute a check every time the state variable $\text{Overridden}$ has been switched on by the human Operator agent and will set $\text{Overridden}$ back to $\text{false}$, unless the water pressure was already below the threshold when the Operator enabled $\text{Overridden}$. The **ReqPre/TrigFor** keyword indicates the result of this operation will contribute to achieving the goal mentioned.

Letier and van Lamsweerde conclude the section by pointing out that goal-oriented requirements elaboration ends where most traditional requirements specification techniques should start. They highlight the difference with use-case driven modelling, which leaves goal achievement implicit, tends to focus on too narrow an area thereby 'missing the point'. The goal-oriented requirements elaboration approach employed here, in contrast, started at a higher-level, constantly keeping goal achievement in mind. Having explored the inner workings of KAOS, we can now draw some conclusions about the method in general. It is undoubtedly very formal and one may rightfully suppose it is most suitable for large critical systems such as the safety injection one discussed here. We would normally associate such systems with the waterfall model - a conservative model that aims to resolve all issues in the current phase before proceeding to the other.

In the next section we explore a slightly less formal method, which, despite lacking its own language, also takes a rather conservative stance on goals.

---

**IV. GBRAM**

In this section we turn our attention to another method that places goals in the centre of RE - the Goal Based Requirements Analysis Method (GBRAM) due to Annie Anton. Throughout the section we will be following Anton [6] to gain insights into the method’s elements and look into a case study conducted to demonstrate its applicability. GBRAM was put into practice when analysing the Career Track Training System (CTTS), part of a business re-engineering project for an Air Force Base (AFB). This was not a software project per se, but a wider scheme aimed at promoting career development. Nevertheless goal analysis proves to be very relevant as we shall convince ourselves below.

As we have already seen, goals can be very useful in elaborating requirements. In general, GBRAM focuses on two important aspects. The first is a question related to goal
analysis and is by nature similar to the goal analysis in KAOS. How are goals identified? The second aspect is, a little misleadingly, posed as goal evolution, but in fact it addresses the change of goals during the goal analysis and refinement process rather than stakeholders’ intentions making a sudden U-turn.

A. Goal Analysis

The initial goal deduction is an intricate process of extracting information from process descriptions such as flow charts, entity Relationship (ER) diagrams, etc. Furthermore the practitioner should look for additional sources such as interviews with stakeholders. Anton points out that stakeholders tend to express their requirements as actions and operations rather than explicit goals. Thus the analyst must look for verbs and other words expressing action to infer a stakeholder’s goal. In her investigation of the CTTS Anton distinguishes between achieve and maintain goals. Achieve goals answer the questions Is completion of this goal self-contained? Does this goal denote a state that has been achieved or a desired state? and Does achievement of this goal depend on the completion of another goal? Maintain goals on the other hand are recognised by asking Does this goal ensure some condition is held true throughout all other goal operationalisations and Is continuous achievement of this goal required? Such a goal is $G_2$ in table I, which must be achieved on a continuous basis. Maintain goals can also be identified by searching for words such as ‘supply’, ‘provide’ and any other verbs suggesting a continual state within the system. After classifying goals into achieve and maintain goals (see tables I and II), Anton directs her attention to the identification of agents and stakeholders. She defines the agent as the entity responsible for a given goal. Stakeholders on the other hand are the parties directly or indirectly concerned by the achievement or failure of the goal. Tables I and II below are an excerpt of the results Anton obtained after a thorough investigation of the CTTS documentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintain Goals</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_1$: Career tracks provided</td>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>AFB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_2$: Tax payers money spent efficiently</td>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>AFB, employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_3$: Training co-ordinated</td>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>AFB, employee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Maintain Goals, Agents and Stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achieve Goals</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_4$: Career portfolio created</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>employee, supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_5$: Course completed</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_6$: Skills improved</td>
<td>employee</td>
<td>AFB, employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_7$: Certification granted</td>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>AFB, employee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Achieve Goals, Agents and Stakeholders

Let us now briefly comment on some of the goals, agents and stakeholders identified above. Goal $G_1$: Career tracks provided in table I, for example, has been identified as the sole responsibility of AFB, which is also the goal’s only stakeholder. The reason for this according to Anton is that employees are responsible for and interested in their individual career development rather than the opportunities provided to all. Moving on to table II we examine $G_6$: skills improved and observe that although each employee is in charge of their own skills, the party interested is also the employer, who can only benefit from highly-skilled workforce.

B. Goal Evolution

As Anton points out, objectives are very likely to change in time, for example because stakeholders reconsider their priorities and re-define their goals. She mentions two types of goal evolution: elaboration and refinement, although she does not make the distinction between the two very clear. Goal elaboration is attained through very useful techniques such as identifying obstacles and analysing scenarios and constraints. Just as in KAOS, GBRAM also considers the question how the execution of a goal may be hindered, in order to anticipate exception cases. For example, an obstacle to $G_7$: Certification granted may be that the employee does not obtain her certification after all. Scenarios help concretise ways in which a goal can fail. In our current example this may be that the employee fails the training course or does not attend it at all. Another benefit of scenarios is that they help discover hidden goals. Anton remarks that the question What happens if...? leads to new relevant goals that may have been overlooked during the initial analysis.

Goal refinement is realised by reconciling synonymous goals, eliminating redundancies or establishing precedences among goals. Anton also considers identifying goal constraints to be a refinement as well as an elaboration technique. A constraint is different from an obstacle in that it does not completely prevent a goal from being achieved, rather imposes further conditions that must be met to fulfil the goal. For instance a constraint related to goal $G_7$: Certification granted may be that certification should enable employees to advance to another level. Another technique that aids goal refinement is establishing a precedence relation in the set of goals, i.e. which goal needs to have been completed for another goal to follow. The question we can ask ourselves is Which goals are prerequisites for this goal? Examining table II we can see that for instance, goal $G_5$: Course completed must be a prerequisite for goal $G_7$: Certification granted. This is denoted $G_5 \prec G_7$. Goal precedence enables us to envisage goal operationalisation and consider further refinements and elaborations.

C. Goal Operationalisation

Turning goals into requirements is what we would ultimately like to achieve. To that end Anton proposes consolidating goals into goal schemas that specify the relationships between goals and their agents. Goals and their operationalisations (actions) are specified as events in terms of preconditions and postconditions. A precondition must be met for the goal to be achieved and a postcondition is the state of the system after the goal is completed. A precondition for certification to be granted can be, for instance, that the employee has passed the certification examination. A suitable postcondition after the certification has been granted may be that the employee
progresses to a higher level. A formal goal schema similar to the one in Anton’s article [6] is presented below:

| Goal: | Certification granted |
| Type: | Achieve |
| Description: | AFB must award certification to employees who have successfully completed the appropriate training and passed the examination. |
| Action: | Confer certification |
| Agent: | AFB |
| Stakeholders: | AFB, employee |
| Obstacles: | Certification not granted |
| Scenarios: | Employee does not attend training. Employee does not pass final examination. |
| Postcondition: | Employee advances to a higher level. |

TABLE III: Goal schema for goal $G_7$

Anton concludes by remarking that the goal schema above is what translates into a requirement. By elaborating and refining each goal in the set of goals we can thus arrive at a set of requirements.

V. The $i^*$ FRAMEWORK

The $i^*$ framework takes a slightly different approach from what we have seen thus far. While it still stresses the importance of goals in RE, it delves even more deeply to the very core of the underlying organisation to find out why the new system is needed and where it sits in its surrounding environment. The $i^*$ framework consists of two modelling components: Strategic Dependency (SD) used to discover dependency relationships among various actors in the organisation; and Strategic Rationale (SR), which describes stakeholder interests and concerns and how they may be addressed by various configurations of system environments. Throughout this section our constant companion will be Eric Yu [7], whose work on the $i^*$ framework is illustrated in a case study focusing on a computer-based meeting scheduler. Yu considers the fundamental building block of the $i^*$ framework to be the intentional actor. Actors are assumed to have intentional properties such as goals, beliefs, abilities and commitments. Actors may depend on and collaborate with each other to attain a goal that may be impossible for one actor to attain single-handedly.

A. Strategic Dependency

The formal requirements of the computer-based meeting scheduler we are considering in this section might state that an initiator invites all participants to enter the times and venues convenient for them and those that are impossible for them, and the scheduler should produce a solution suitable for all parties. Yu points out there have been multiple methodologies developed to refine such kind of requirements to achieve more precision, completeness and consistency, but to develop systems that truly meet an organisation’s demands, one needs to gain a deeper understanding of how the system fits into the organisation. The questions that need addressing first focus on “why” rather than “what” and “how”[7]. These are questions such as “Why is it necessary to schedule meetings ahead of time?”, “Why does the initiator ask about convenient and inconvenient timings?” and “Are some participants more important than others?”.

Thus the Strategic Dependency model clarifies the intentional relationships among actors. In the meeting scheduler example by asking the above mentioned questions and similar we can deduce that the meeting initiator depends on the participants to enter the timings convenient for them and subsequently attend the meeting on the agreed date. Yu also singles out important participants as constituting a critical dependency in the meeting scheduling task. Yu stresses that establishing these dependencies is critical not only for the successful development of software systems, but also for the collaboration with other software systems as well as the accommodation of their ongoing evolution.

B. Strategic Rationale

The Strategic Dependency model provides a framework for establishing external relationships among actors. Strategic Rationale goes one step further and probes into the actors themselves, their tasks, goals and resources and the internal relationships therein. In the meeting scheduler example the initiator has one clear goal: to arrange the meeting. However this goal can be split into tasks, subgoals and obtaining resources. One such task may be to obtain available dates from the participants and based on that resource work out a time suitable to all invited participants. As Yu remarks, a soft subgoal for the initiator may be that the tasks should be executed quickly or with low effort, which is where automation and the computer-based scheduler come in. The initiator can delegate the task of polling participants’ opinions to the computer-based scheduler. SR thus provides a way of modelling stakeholders’ interests and how they can be met.

C. Supporting early-phase RE

Unlike RE, which traditionally aims to identify and eliminate incompleteness, goal analysis with $i^*$ focuses on establishing user goals, their relationships and the possible alternative ways in which they can be satisfied. In order to weigh and compromise between different alternatives, $i^*$ offers a number of levels of analysis: ability, workability, viability, believability.

When an actor is allowed to perform a certain action or execute a procedure, Yu says that the actor is able. Different actors may have different permissions to perform different actions. Ability to achieve a goal requires the satisfaction of all subgoals and completion of all subtasks associated with it. In the meeting scheduler example the initiator was able to organise the meeting if she managed to obtain sufficient information about availability from the invited participants and work out a date suitable for all.

An action is workable if and only if there exists a means of achieving it [7]. The initiator of the meeting could, for example, consider the intersection of all the appropriate timings submitted by the invited participants. A workable solution may not necessarily be viable. Computing
the intersection of all available time slots is laborious and error-prone. The soft goals that stipulate the action should be completed quickly and with minimum effort will fail to be satisfied.

Judging whether a proposed solution is viable and workable is based on assumptions that fall into the category of believability. The believability of a rationale can be verified by considering each of its assumptions. For example the workability of the solution involving the intersection may be justified by years of experience employing the method.

Yu concludes that these four criteria can go a long way towards refining objectives and elaborating goals. Although requirements extraction from goals is not as evident as in the previous two methods, \( i^* \) provides the first step towards reasonable RE.

VI. COMPARISONS AND UNIFYING MODELS

In this section we pause and look back on the methods we have familiarised ourselves with in the previous sections and try to find similarities and differences led by Regev and Wegmann [8]. We also briefly study a model metamethod due to Evangelia Kavakli [1], that is, a procedure to splice approaches together.

We start by discussing the common features of the methods. Surely, they all try to understand why a new product is being developed. But \( i^* \) seems to go that extra mile and delve even more deeply into each and every actor’s priorities to establish the dependency and precedence relationships among the goals. Stakeholders are recognised by all three methods as the parties interested in attaining the goal. And while KAOS aspires to assign one goal per agent to derive requirements, \( i^* \) perfectly happy with actor co-operation and does not try to refine goals any further.

A significant difference is that KAOS and GBRAM study goals with a view to extracting requirements - they are intended for completion before the formal RE begins, whereas \( i^* \) does not perceive itself as an independent stage of the software life cycle. Its purpose is just to aid early RE and does not constitute its own phase. Nor does it directly lead to requirements extraction. Although KAOS and GBRAM share many similarities, it is interesting to observe that KAOS does not consider goal constraints. GBRAM, on the other hand, does not bargain for conflicting goals. Also, while KAOS introduces a formal language to define and analyse goals, GBRAM remains more verbal and abstract and does not formalise its procedures. Table IV features the main aspects of the methods and is adapted from a similar table presented in [8]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KAOS</th>
<th>GBRAM</th>
<th>( i^* )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>A non-operational objective to be achieved by the composite system</td>
<td>Targets for achievement which provide a framework for the desired system</td>
<td>Not formally defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve Goal</td>
<td>A property that holds in the current or come future states</td>
<td>Objectives of an enterprise or system [...] satisfied when the target condition is attained</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain Goal</td>
<td>Property that holds in the current and all future states</td>
<td>Goals which are satisfied while their target condition remains constant or true</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softgoal</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>A qualitative criterion that must be met when satisfying other goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>A condition on the achievement of a goal</td>
<td>Implicit in the SD model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle</td>
<td>Exceptional behaviour that may result in incomplete or unrealistic requirements</td>
<td>Behaviours or other goals that block the achievement of a given goal</td>
<td>Implicit in the SD model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Overview of goal concept definitions in KAOS, GBRAM and \( i^* \)

- The Evaluation state concerns knowledge regarding the assessment of the current situation, the suitability of a change plan, or the appropriateness of a future enterprise model.

It would thus be well-advised to choose the best method that fits each state from the three we have reviewed in this study. Based on what we have learnt, the As_Is and Change states are best addressed by \( i^* \), because they are more general. The Strategic Dependency model of \( i^* \) deals exactly with the present situation in the organisation and the need for change. A combination of KAOS and GBRAM with all the aspects considered would best portray the software to be, also not forgetting goal validation both methods promote.

A question, of course, arises whether the formality of KAOS is in fact compatible with the generality of \( i^* \). Indeed the waterfall-like nature of the former may sometimes appear to
be miles away from the almost agile characteristics of the latter. In the author’s opinion, however KAOS and i* really do complement each other. Recalling the first stage of KAOS, we can easily convince ourselves that initial goal identification can only be aided by studying the underlining organisation. We can thus conclude that those two methods do manage to co-exist to yield a stronger, more rigid procedure.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study we explored the values of goals and investigated where they sit in the software development process. We also familiarised ourselves with different approaches designed to analyse and use them for the extraction of requirements. Finally we drew parallels among the three models and briefly discussed how we could make the most of all three in one unified model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A product can be described by a list of features. It is the feature that makes the product valuable in marketplace and motivates customers to purchase a product. One aim of a software development project is to build features that are valuable to the customers. However, not all software projects could delivery business value correctly. Jim Johnson and his Standish group found that only 20% of the features in a product is always or often used while 80% of the features is seldom or never used[10].

The best way to build a software product that meets users’ needs is to begin with user stories[2], which is an agile software development methodology. Users stories are brief statements that describe a product. User stories are also tokens that stimulate the discussion process, via which the design solutions could be explored and discovered. Finally those solutions could be implemented in the later development process. There are several user story formats and one template introduced by Mike Cohn is” As a [user], I want [goal], so that [reason]”[2]. Each user story is expected to make an contribution to the value of the overall product once it is implemented. As a result, user stories could help the product development team to identify user needs and to implement valuable features. It also helps the team to avoid wasting time and money on unneeded features.

There is no doubt that how to develop a right product rightly is a topic worthy to study. In this paper, user story and its business impact from different aspects will be discussed and tips to use user stories will also be covered. Section 2 will give an overview of user stories and the content includes 3C components, INVEST Model, alternatives of user stories as well as benefits and limitations of user stories. Section 3 will discuss business impacts of user stories. Section 4 covers methods on using user stories. Finally a summary on user stories will be given.

II. OVERVIEW OF USER STORIES

This section will cover user stories details such as 3C components and INVEST model as well as its benefits and limitations.

User story was firstly mentioned by Kent Beck in the Extreme programming development method. Originally Extreme Programming described a user story as a small amount of text written on an index card to function as a reminder for a conversation between the developers and the customers[1]. There are different templates for the user story, one example proposed by Dan North is ”As a X, I want Y, so that Z”[22]. X here is the role form the point view of a user, Y is goal or achievement and Z could be the benefit that users get or business value delivered by the team. A detailed example could be ”As a registered user, I want to log in, so i can access content that is only accessible for subscribers.” Mike Cohn suggests that the value is optional, which means that for a story template such as As a [type of user], I want [some goal], so that [some reason], the ”so that” clause is optional[21]. However, other people suggest the opposite format which focuses on value. The suggested format is ”In order to [achieve some value], as a [type of user], I want [some functionality]”[7]. In general, as long as the user story acts as a reminder for discussion, those form are usable.

A. Ron Jeffries’ 3C

Card, Conversation and Confirmation[3] are three components proposed by Ron Jeffries for a user story. User stories are written in physical form: an index card or a sticky note.

Cards are tokens that identify requirements and briefly remind what value of the story is going to be delivered[3]. The card has story title and brief description which summarizes the story content. The card could be used for project planning via initially estimating effort such as time and technical skills to implement a story. The card also plays an important role in reminding future conversations between the develop team and users.
Conversation covers all the details of a story via exchanging ideas or opinions between the customers and the development team[3]. The conversation is mainly done by verbal but could also be handled with documentation or recording videos for the conversations. It is recommended to focus verbal conversation, as documentation costs long time than verbal communication and also puts burden on the single person who documents. When a bunch of documents replies on that person to handle, a bottleneck of the development process could be caused[5]. During the conversation phase, detailed user requirements can be clarified and solutions can be framed for the story implementation in the development process.

Confirmation of user stories is done by acceptance test from users with the purpose to show whether the user stories could be implemented correctly[3]. Acceptance test could also be called customer test or functional test, which tells the development team whether the system acts in the way the customer expects. Except confirmation from the users side, developer team also needs to confirm that the acceptance test can pass or run successfully to show the story is successful. This lets developer to know they have satisfied the user needs to build the “right” software.

B. INVEST Model

Bill Wake proposed the INVEST (Independent Negotiable Valuable Estimable Small Testable) model to cover characteristics of a good story[4].

Good stories should be independent to each other so that they can be implemented and scheduled with any order. This is because dependencies among stories could limit flexibility of moving the stories around when the product owner prioritize the user stories in backlog.

A good story should be negotiable for its details and changes. As the story card just briefly describe the story without details. The details come out from the conversation phase between development team and users. User needs may change during the process of development or there is a need to change the user stories. Negotiability enables teams to discuss story details, discover new options and make changes for the stories when needed.

The first principle[15] of the Agile Manifesto points out to deliver valuable software to the customers. Each story is a small and independent behavior that presents some value to the user. A good story should be valuable to the users since users are the ones who will pay money for features of the product. This characteristic requires the team to develop needed features and deliver right business value. Value of the stories can be used to decide the prioritized order in the backlog and success of a business depends on the value of the team can deliver.

A good story can be estimable, this means that the skills and time to be spent for implementing the user stories can be roughly estimate. This not only helps the customers to prioritize the story’s implementation order but also requires the development team to understand the stories correctly and what skills need are needed to implement the desired features.

The size of the user story should be small, so the development team could know the story scope and get more accurate estimates. A story with big scope is hard to understand and estimate.

A good story should be testable. This requires the team to know what they are going to implement and could write the test for the story. Confirmation of the tests also helps the team to know whether their is met or not.[4]

C. User stories and requirements

A requirement is a capability that a product outcome should conform. The requirements of a product should be documented, tested and measured to identify business needs or opportunities. Use stories are kind of requirements but they are also different from requirements.

User stories can be updated when needed while requirements documentation are usually out of date. User stories encourage face-to-face conversation and based on latest leanings. While requirements encourage guesswork or assumption and the team members have little updated learning. User stories require participation of end users while there is no such need in the documented requirements. In addition, user stories are written in non-technical and understandable way so the users can write the user stories. However, requirements are usually documented in technical and complex way.

User stories enables real-time and quick feedback, which are disabled in requirements. User stories allow team work while requirements discourage open collaboration. User stories are relatively easy to estimate effort to implement, so they simplify the planning while requirements make the plan more complex. Overall, it is easy, fast and cheap to create user stories while it is hard, slow and expensive to write the documents.

D. User stories and use cases

Use cases consist of a list of steps which define how a role interact with the system. While user stories are short description of features.

There are some common points between use case and user stories. They both are techniques that used to capture requirements. They both put users at the center of the development effort and both need to be verified by test cases.

However, there are differences between use case and user stories. Use cases include different structured scenarios such as main success scenario, alternative scenarios and failure scenarios. Use cases describe how the users interacts with the product by using one or more scenarios. While user stories describe how the user employs the product.

Both use cases and user stories are sized to deliver business value but they have different scope. User stories have smaller scope as the size of story is constrained to schedule work. However, use cases covers larger scope than the story. User stories can be used for planning as difficulty and time to implement the story can be estimated in user story. While use cases are too large to offer useful estimate. Use cases and user stories differ in their longevity. Use cases exist along the product development process while user stories only exist each iteration in which they are added to the software.[20]
E. Benefits and Limitation of User Stories

When compared with use cases and traditional requirements, user stories have the following advantages.

Firstly, user stories are more precise due to emphasis of verbal communication[20]. Compared with written requirements, face-to-face communication between development team and users could overcome inaccuracies in written language and also improve close relationship with users. In return, close relationship also results more effective knowledge transfer among team and users, who could actively participate in designing of the system[9].

Secondly, user stories can be used for project planning as each user story has estimation on level of difficulty and time consumed to implement it[20]. User stories could also be used for scheduling, this means that user stories can be assigned with priority order.

Thirdly, user stories allows team to defer details. A story could be replaced with more detailed story when needed[20]. This also means that user stories are suitable for iterative development that allows stories to be written and revised when needed[9]. User stories are flexible and agile as they allow team to add, modify and delete user stories during the development process. In addition, user stories help the team to know what is going to build and make goals more clear. It also helps to reduce upfront planning time.

Despite the advantages of user stories, there are also some limitations. One limitation of user stories is that different people could have different interpretations for a user story due to its simplicity. As a result, conversation is needed to clear any doubts in face-to-face communication. In addition, simplicity of user stories also causes to ignore requirements in details. It is known that when creating user stories, user stories focus on roles. However, William Hudson argued that roles could not express needs and behaviors of users in a full picture. A user story describes activities the user may take but have no clue about when and how a task should be performed[8]. He suggested to use persona stories.

III. User Stories and Business Impacts

This section will discuss user stories’ affect towards different aspects that involve with business.

A. User stories could clarify aim

A business aim is what the business wants to achieve. A primary aim for all business companies is to add value to their product which could make a profit. However, at the early stage of business, it is hard to identify what kind of product features should be delivered to the customers. Without a clear picture on what is going to be built, it is hard to align business aims and development actions or effort.

User stories can help the development team to find their aim and then clarify the aim. User stories are good and easy start to explore possible features to be built with participation of the users.

User stories act as reminder for conversation between the development team and the users. During the conversation, user needs can be discussed in details and aim on meeting those needs can be more clear. Solutions and design ideas can be also framed in the conversation phase, techniques needed for those solutions can be carefully chosen to meet the aims. Continuously applying and refining user stories as routine and getting user feedback during the development process help the team to better adjust and target the direction of aim and then build product that is valuable in the marketplace.

In addition, as user stories must be verified by the users. By obtaining the agreement from users and successful pass from the acceptance test, the development team can ensure their aim on building needed product is right.

With a good and clear aim of building what valuable product to the customers, software company could have more chance to be successful.

B. User stories could reduce risk

User stories can yield value by describing valuable features that users are going to buy for the product. But user stories’ value can be more than on the side of the end users.

User stories could reduce risks. There are many types of risks in a business, for example, financial risks, strategic risks and technical risks. Financial risks involves with amount of money and time to be spent on developing the product. Strategic risks could be highly tight with the business plan on when to release a product with less competitors. Technical risks could be skills and resources needed to implement a story.

As user stories can be used to estimate time and effort to implement a story, this could also help the team to have a rough idea on when they can release a product.

Technical risks can be discovered during the early stage of product development by applying user stories. User stories need to be discussed, during the conversation, detailed technical skills to implement the story can be specified. Technical risks can be also discovered when compared the needed skills and what skills the development team has. Then solutions on avoiding risks and approaches on solving those technical problems could be further discussed and found.

In addition, during a group discussion, every participate is a “risk detector”. When one member proposes a solution, the others could evaluate that idea and detect possible risks within it. Then a quick respond towards this possible risk could be exposed for team discussion. This reduces the chances to risks and ensure quality of the product in some degree.

What is more, it is also easier to fix problems caused by some technical risks in the earlier stage than the later phase.

As user stories must be verified and agreed by the users before implementation. The acceptance criteria phase also reduces the chances of delivering unneeded features to the marketplace.

C. User stories can help to reduce cost

One benefit of user stories is that they can reduce cost caused by changes. Changes during a product development process are unavoidable. With iterative development, modifications of user stories are allowed at each sprint. The earlier the changes are made and the less cost paid for the change
will be needed. User stories are allowed to be modified based on user feedback and development needs. Quick user feedback could let developers implement the latest user needs and update features in early stage before more complex features are implemented on the top of old version feature. User participation and quick respond not only save implementation time but also reduce complexity for developers to refine features.

D. User stories can stimulate innovation

Innovation is one thing that not only adds value for a business but also make that business less competitive in a marketplace. User stories can bring innovation for a business due to following reasons.

As known, user stories are short descriptions of product features. Some people argue that user stories' brief causes uncertainty and ambiguity, which could lead different versions of understanding for the same stories. However, this could be positively viewed as a good thing[23]. When different team members interpret the stories differently, it also means different prospective and ideas. What the ambiguity causes is that the team takes relatively longer time to discuss each different interpretations and reasons. The teams always need to discuss, it is more likely to be worth on spending longer time to find a potential innovative idea rather than follow normal ideas with less time.

When apply user stories, conversation also means exchange ideas among the team. This also means that everyone is learner but also knowledge spreader. People could learn from each other during the conversation and their knowledge could also be updated at the same time. Updated learning in turn could stimulate innovative ideas when combine specific previous background. Group discussion among different groups such as developers and customers also means combination of different perspectives, which flourishes innovation.

IV. TIPS ON USING USER STORIES

In agile manifesto, a user plays an important role in making decisions on what is going to be built [15]. XP (Extreme Programming) encourages customers to write user stories and then discuss details with the team members directly[1]. This section will cover tips on improving user stories based on a book called 50 Quick Ideas to Improve Your User Stories[5]. User stories creation, discussion, planning and prioritization will be covered.

A. Stories creation

User stories are assumptions of business value, creating valuable stories is the very first step to be successful in business. There are following tips for creating stories based on.

Firstly when creating user stories, it is suggested to avoiding documenting details of the user stories[5]. Documenting detailed stories costs time and causes bottlenecks to rapid change due to single person documentation[5]. There are cases that need to write down the details of stories. For example, it is good to write details of stories that needs specialist knowledge from a person who does not participate the discussion.

Secondly, when creating user stories, Gojko suggests to not to pay too much attention to the story format as long as the key elements are included. One function of the story card is a reminder for discussion. Once a story format stimulates a good discussion and it will serve the purpose. Any format of the story is good to start the discussion when the information on the card is true. When the information on the card is wrong, no matter what kind of format are written, there is no sense to discuss. In addition, there is not clear proof showing one format is better than the other one in terms of improving team performance[5]. Gojko also mentions to try different formats of a user story. For example, replacing words with a picture, using questions that spark people to discuss and to find solutions[5]. There are possible benefits of trying different story formats: some hidden creativity in the team might be woken up and a different perspective during the discussion could be discovered.

Thirdly, when write the stories, the short summary on the card should focus on user things rather than implementation and solutions. Clear and accurate descriptions of user roles can help the delivery team to identify needs and remove unnecessary complexity. It helps team to understand who will use the product they are building. As a result, it is important to identify the target user who will use the target system and investigate how work should be divided between them. User personae is recommended. A generic user role("As a user...") should be avoided. In addition, roles such as "As a tester" should also also be prevented.

B. Stories discussing

User stories are reminders for discussion. There are following tips on user story discussion.

In terms of tools for the user story discussion, it is recommended to use whiteboard and flip-chart rather then using digital media. Discussions around the whiteboard are faster and more productive than with technical tools. Because using whiteboard does not need to worry about the text alignment issues and formatting as well as distractions. Big rooms with big boardroom tables are not recommended for discussion. This is because big tables with bigger room space prevents people from moving around and limits their physical interaction.

Talking about techniques on discussion, diverge and merge methods are encouraged to use in a large team. To make discussion efficiently, size of the group discussion should not be too big. It is suggested to divide the big team into smaller groups and let groups discuss their understand of a story first and then gather all groups together to compare results.

There are some benefits from splitting the teams. Splitting a large team into smaller groups minimizes a fake consensus. People with a similar background tend to work towards a consensus even the direction wrong[18]. It is faster to find multiple ideas for a story in a smaller size team as each member has time to contribute their ideas. In addition, everyone needs to compare their understanding with the others in the team. As a result, spotting sources of confusion is much easier. It also reduces risks on proposing unnecessary stories features. When comparing discussion results from different groups in the merging phase, it is easy to identify common sources of
misunderstanding. Comparing different solutions with different perspectives from the subgroups also enables innovations.

Experiencing of several times of splitting and grouping, all team members could have better understand of the content and scope of a story. Dividing and merging also makes the team work in parallel and explore alternative solutions in a faster way. When applying this method to story discussion, the team could realize and discover the correct solution faster and with relatively higher probability. Diverge and merge methods also help the team to avoid the heavily reliance on single source of all knowledge. One person who dominates the discussion in a single group is easy to happen.

In the diverging process, subgroups should use concrete examples to capture their understanding towards story. Because concrete examples are easy to compare and also easy to identify misunderstanding among different groups. When comparing the discussion results from different groups, the team should focus on below three differences:

• differences in the format or structure of information
• differences in outcomes of similar examples
• things scratched out and question marks...

The first one reflects mental models and the team needs to align different formats and structures. The second one could show potential misunderstanding and they need to be discussed into further. The third one points out things that are might not clear to the other groups and needed to be discussed within the whole team.

A facilitator should be selected to keep track of the time and lead the discussion during the merging process. The facilitator should have the ability to compare results from different groups. That person should be obviously much more experienced and active in the business domain than the others so he or she also could easily spot misunderstanding and keep groups in the right direction.

Except tools and techniques for the discussion, discussion roles should also be taken into consideration when there is no need to gather all team members to look at a story. In such case, a smaller discussion with all relevant roles that representing each development, testing and analysis or other related field is necessary. This kind of smaller discussions are faster and require less effort on organizing people. Having all roles included ensures that all perspectives are covered and therefore ensures the quality and efficiency. It also enables other team members to contribute for the implementation, which makes the delivery more faster.

C. Stories planning

A good plan of user stories allows the team release product in time to obtain market opportunities with less competitors as well as saving cost. Releasing a product in a scheduled time plays an essential role in business success. This is because time, advertisement and business strategies are tightly associated with the release.

It is recommend to put a ‘best before’ date on stories. This is to avoid the team to leave stories to be implemented in the fire-fighting mode. When a team is reacting to an emergency, other work suffered and the quality of product might be degraded. To avoid emergencies, one method is to check if there is an expiry data when new user stories are proposed. The other approach is to write the best before data on stories and make them visually obvious. A clear expiry date allows teams to handle time-constrained stories before they become urgent. This not only reduces emergencies but also risks on developing lower quality product. It also help the team to work more effectively with normal pace. To make it work, it is important to ask about the potential deadlines and clearly specify the dates. Marking the item visually also helps the team to identify them quickly. Separating out fixed-date items by using different shaped or colourful cards is also recommended.

Similarly, except putting dates on the stories, it is also important to set explicit deadlines for addressing major risks among stories. Proper information on scheduling decisions also mitigates risks by avoiding hard and risky task from being post-phoned and replaced with small short-term wins. Alistair Cockburn[5] suggested that deliver team should focus on addressing risks rather then building value at the earlier stage, when risks are down, the team can focus on developing business value. Based on stages of growth model, the deliver team can decide when to deliver values and when to address risks as well as which tasks to address when product moves through different stages.

D. Stories prioritization

A collection of ordered stories for a software product is called product backlog. Prioritizing stories during the development process aligns decisions to business strategy and also associates user story implementation with business value delivery. This section will discuss methods on prioritize user stories.

Story card hell problem is a situation that a team has a bunch of user stories to be implemented but team does not have a big picture of what is going to do next. Using hierarchical backlog could keep things in a hierarchy which enables monitoring, discussing and reporting on big picture items. Arranging the backlog into tiers offers a big-picture view of the project and also reduces overall number of items. By using hierarchical backlog, the delivery team can spend less time on managing items and spend more time on building valuable product. In addition, the hierarchical backlog also allows the team to react quickly to market opportunities based on changes. For example, prioritizes could be changed at any level and a whole hierarchy of stories could be discarded when they are inapplicable. The visual connections among different levels also helps to show omitted features or unnecessary stories.

To implement the hierarchical backlog, a visual board with several horizontal swim lanes could be used to stand for different layers. It is also good to use a physical planning board with different card sizes and colors for different levels. User story map and impact are also good alternatives to help the team to present a hierarchical and multiple-level backlog.

Impact map is suggested to manage a group of stories. Figure 1 shows a structure of the impact map. It helps with prioritisation and eliminating unnecessary scope, which in turn
speeds up delivery. An impact map is a strategic planning technique that helps teams align their activities with overall business objectives and make better road-map decisions[16]. Organizing stories based on impact map helps the team to make decisions and discuss prioritisation. With a single central node on the map, the stakeholder could choose one big business goal to deliver first. This not only helps with prioritization and removing unnecessary scope but also speeds up delivery. As information held in the card format is visually presented in the impact maps, user stories that do not fit the current release cycle could be easily spot and discarded. User story maps connect software deliver-ables (I want) to customer journeys and business work-flows. As a result, it shows how individual stories contribute to the bigger picture and offer a great visual representation of release plans. Story maps help teams to have a better picture on what they are going to build and why they build that way. As visual tool, story maps help to spot missing or unnecessary user stories and create new product ideas. Story maps also helps with prioritizing and story splitting as well as release planning. There are several steps to make it work. Firstly, identify the backbone of the story map which is the horizontal axis. Then break down activities into high-level steps which should not imply a particular technology or a solution. After identify the backbone, identify options for stories and move items vertically to plan releases.

It is also suggested to prioritise user stories based on stages of growth. There are five stages of a growth model for success products[17]:

- Empathy: Figuring out how to solve a real problem in a way that people will pay for
- Stickiness: Building the right product to keep users around
- Virality: Growing user base organically and artificially
- Revenue: Establishing a sustainable, scalable business model with the right margins in a healthy ecosystem
- Scale: Growing the business...

At each stage, the delivery team should focus on addressing a particular set of risks. Making all the stakeholders to agree on the current stage is the most important thing to do when using this growth model. Then select objectives for current objects and identify quantifiable target metric that shows the team that the product is in the current stage or ready to enter another stage.

A standard method on prioritising a large group of work items is to use the MoSCow[5], which splits features into categories Must, Should, Could and Won’t. However, majority of the work items will be put in the Must category. This is because the more the teams ask the stockholders to narrow down number of items in the prioritisation, the more the stakeholders are afraid to to leave those items out side of the backlog. To avoid this paradox, the Purpose Alignment Model is introduced[19]. Classifying items based on the Purpose alignment helps the team refocus efforts. The Purpose Alignment Model provides useful ideas on how to deal with category and avoid putting unnecessary items into Must Have category which causes complexity.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

User stories are commonly used in agile software development and they stand for units of business value to be delivered. They emphasize on discussions to capture user needs and explore design solutions as well as spot misunderstandings. User stories must be verified by acceptance test before implementation. This requires the development team to build things that meet user needs and avoids creating unnecessary features in the upfront.

In this paper, overview of user stories is covered. Based on the background and history, Card, Conversation and Confirmation define the key elements of a story. The INVEST model shows some attributes of a good story. User stories alternatives such as requirements and use cases are also discussed to distinguish with user stories. User stories impacts on clarifying aim, reducing risks and costs, stimulating innovation are analyzed. Finally, tips on using user stories for business success are described based on referencing Gojko Adzic’s book. In details, how to create, discuss, planning and prioritizing user stories are mentioned.

Talking about limitation of the paper, the paper lack of practical case study on user stories’ impact towards a company. In the future, it would also be interesting to improve the paper on studying what kind of metrics are used to measure business value of user stories. Methods on evaluating user stories are also worth to research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A typical agile software project consists of a product backlog, sprint backlog and sprints to develop the backlog items from the sprint backlog. The development model for the sprints is usually well documented and the best practices for each task during development have been defined. If they have not been defined, there exists a great deal of literature to support each phase of development, except to one very important part of the process, the black box called “product backlog”. If the development items do not create value, all the great efforts to improve the development process are worthless. Finding the valuable tasks is usually left outside of the development process and the items are chosen by the managers and customer.

In my previous paper [1], I studied the use of Lean Canvas [2] and Impact Mapping [3] as tools for aligning product development to business goals. Lean Canvas was found to provide a great way of defining and clarifying a business model and Impact mapping was helpful in finding software development actions that make an impact to the user, and therefore help in reaching the business goals. One question was not answered, how are those business goals found and selected? One way could be increasing shared understanding. Schulz and Geithner [4] argue that to be able to collaborate effectively, individuals should have a collective shared understanding of the domain area they are working on.

This paper approaches the problem of finding meaningful business goals by offering a technique to improve shared understanding. A special emphasis is given for the viewpoint of stakeholders, the groups that share any interest to the project, product, or business in question. A technique for creating understanding is given in a form of Lego Serious Play (LSP) [5], a way of using Lego bricks to create real value for an organization by utilizing the knowledge of all the employees working for the the company. Focus of this paper is on how a small to medium lean software organization, such as a start-up, an intrapreneurial project or small business area of a company could potentially benefit from the use of Lego Serious Play. Bigger and more high-profile organizations might have to consider if the method discussed is thorough enough.

The outline of this paper is the following: Chapter two introduces Lego Serious Play, chapter three explains stakeholder analysis and introduces several techniques of analyzing stakeholders. Chapter four discusses if stakeholder analysis with Lego Serious Play is reasonable and gives an example of a real LSP workshop. Chapter five introduces lean software development methodology and connects LSP to lean principles. Chapter six covers the results and chapter seven concludes the paper.

II. LEGO SERIOUS PLAY

Lego Serious Play was developed at the The Lego Group in the late 1990s to help the middle and top managers of the company in strategic planning. The method was first used only internally at Lego but it was later developed into a full commercial consultant product. A deep description of how the method was born can be found in [6]. In 2010, part of the LSP method was made open-source. This paper uses the open-source part of the method as a starting point for study.

Lego Serious Play consist of three different kinds of resources [5]:

1) The Lego Serious Play basic principles and philosophy, upon which everything else is built
2) The Lego Serious Play materials - sets of specially selected Lego bricks and pieces
3) Lego Serious Play "applications"- detailed roadmaps of different workshops which make use of the principles and philosophy and the materials.

The first two of these are the parts that were released to public in 2010.

LSP bases on an assumption that "the answers are already in the room" [5]. It means that external experts are not necessarily needed and that the team participating in to a workshop is probably already capable of solving the problems in hand. The participants are asked to “think with their hands”, meaning that they should build the ideas they possess. This helps in clarifying the concepts and demonstrating them to other participants and this way sharing understanding more
effectively than they could by just telling a story or drawing diagrams.

Lego bricks make it easy for the participants to build three dimensional structures to metaphorically resemble ideas in their minds. People, at least in western countries, are also typically already familiar with the bricks, and even if they were not, building Lego bricks is fast to learn because no high level of skill is required to be able to build structures out of the bricks.

The benefit of building things, according to Lego and [4], is that making something with hands makes the brain work a different way which can open new perspectives. An emphasis is also on the idea that leaders do not have all the answers and they need to hear the whole team and allow each member to contribute and speak out. There is a presumption that people naturally want to contribute and to be a part of something bigger and also take ownership. LSP gives everyone an opportunity to express their views of the problem and this way build a shared understanding of the problem. People might have very diversified views concerning the matter, and, especially, how to solve these issues. Often team members are not heard and the managers make decisions on their own, thus making the team work suboptimally.

There are a many different problems Lego Serious Play can be utilized to solve. Originally it was used to improve strategic work at the Lego Group [6]. Other documented use cases include using to elucidate project plan and different work roles in a long-term research project [4] and facilitating and pursuing on organizational interventions [7]. LSP has also been used in product development by capturing user stories and envisioning possibilities for service improvements [8].

Lego Serious Play is a consultant product which has the benefit that he facilitator is usually someone who does not permanently work in the company. LSP workshop always has an external facilitator. They takes care of all the arrangements required for the workshop and they also designs the workshop with a help of the customer company representative, for example, a product owner or project manager.

Lego Serious Play is practiced in a form of workshops. These workshops can be anything between three hours to multiple days in duration. The workshop consists of three phases that are repeated for the whole duration of the workshop. Phase 1 is called The Challenge. During that phase the facilitator gives a challenge for the participants. Phase 2 is Building. During that phase the participants build a Lego model that, they think, represents an answer to the challenge. The answer can be a concrete answer or it can be a metaphor that represents the answer. In phase 3, Sharing, everyone shares the meaning of their model. Explaining the answer can include telling a story by moving Lego parts around the structure (playing seriously) to visualize their thoughts. After part 3, the facilitator poses the next challenge and the whole process repeats. The workshop starts with simple challenges like "Build a tower" to make everyone familiar with the bricks and proceeds towards more challenging tasks. In the end, cooperative challenges can be presented.

III. STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

Stakeholders are persons, groups and organizations that have to be taken into account when business decisions are made [9]. Other common definitions according to Bryson [9] include:

- "Any person group or organization that can place a claim on the organization’s attention, resources, or output, or is affected by that output" [10]
- "People or small groups with the power to respond to, negotiate with, and change the strategic future of the organization" [11]
- "Those individuals or groups who depend on the organization to fulfill their own goals and on whom, in turn, the organization depends" [12]

The definitions above share a similar meaning that stakeholders are groups that count when decisions about any business activities are made. Software business being a business like any other, the stakeholders are as important to software business as they are to any business. Stakeholders are something that can create or reduce the value of the software system. This makes stakeholder analysis a necessary tool for value creation.

Stakeholder analysis can be expensive and time consuming process because of the high amount of people and time it can require. Performing excessive stakeholder analysis can be seen as waste of time and money. LSP could potentially be a method that supports understanding stakeholders while getting other kinds of shared understanding simultaneously. Finding the proper level of stakeholder analysis and the proper techniques to do it are essential.

Bryson hypothesizes in [9] that "strategic management processes that employ a reasonable number of competently done stakeholder analyses are more likely to be successful – that is, meet mandates, fulfill missions and create public value – than those that do not". He also states that what constitutes to "reasonable" amount of stakeholder analysis is not clear, yet. The idea is similar to a lean principal of reducing waste which will be introduced later in this paper.

Making excessive stakeholder analysis is waste and the biggest benefit can be achieved when a right, not too much, nor too little, amount of planning is executed, as Bryson just stated. Sometimes it might be enough to make project team aware that there are multiple stakeholders and the other times a deep and systematical stakeholder analysis could be beneficial. The systematic approach is especially important for high value public service projects as they often directly affect people’s lives and get a lot of public coverage.

Bryson analyses mapping techniques from the point of view of a public organization but this paper focuses on the ability to provide value for lean software development. Public organizations usually map the effects of their actions far more systematically than small and medium private companies. To create enough context for stakeholder analysis, this systematical and deep, public organization -level of analysis is introduced first. All the techniques introduced require no equipment outside typical office facilitation materials, such as,
flip charts and post-it notes. The biggest costs for executing these methods comes from the personnel fees.

It is important to understand that systematical analysis of stakeholders using formal methods can give better results compared to less vague methods such as Lego Serious Play. But because the cost of implementing a multi stage analysis of stakeholders and their issues is quite high, the value gained from the analyses might not cover the expenses.

Bryson groups stakeholder analysis techniques into four different groups [9]:

1) Organizing participation
2) Creating ideas for strategic interventions
3) Building a winning coalition around proposal development, review and adoption
4) Implementing, monitoring and evaluating strategic interventions

Bryson uses a directed graph to visualize how different stakeholder analysis methods support each other and how they support strategic management. Original visualization used the term "public value" but in our visualization a more abstract definition of just plain "value" is used because value can be interpreted in numerous different ways [13][14].

Fig. 1. How stakeholder analysis methods support value creation [9]

Next, stakeholder analysis method groups mentioned above and some of the methods are given a brief overview. After that, they are compared to Lego Serious Play.

1) Organizing participation focuses on finding out who should be involved in the different stages of the analysis process. The first group also includes techniques to find the actual stakeholders. The rule of the thumb is that a people should be invited if they have information that can not be gained without their participation.

The basic stakeholder analysis technique is brainstorming, with analysis added to complement the findings. A list of stakeholders is created and a separate flip chart sheet for each stakeholder is prepared. For each stakeholder, their expectations for the organization (or a software system) are listed and the stakeholders judgement of the organization is decided: good (green), fair (yellow), poor (red). What can be done to satisfy the stakeholder and the possible long-term issues that the stakeholders could face with the business are identified. Additional interesting information such as specifying how each stakeholder group influences the organization and what the organization needs from each stakeholder is listed. The stakeholders can also be ranked according to their importance for the success of the business.

Power versus interest grid supplements the basic stakeholder analysis technique. It is used to visualize and determine what stakeholder groups’ interests should be taken into account, what kinds of interest coalitions might be present in the stakeholder groups and what kinds of actions the organization should prepare for to satisfy the stakeholder needs.

Executing the technique is not complicated as it only requires a grid drawn to any surface, for example on to a whiteboard and post-it notes to resemble the stakeholders. The vertical axis resembles interest and the horizontal axis resembles power of the stakeholder. Each stakeholder is then placed to an appropriate place in the grid and the labels are moved until everyone is satisfied with the placements. After the process is ready, a discussion about the implications of the results is held.

Stakeholder influence diagram visualizes how stakeholder groups influence one another. This analysis can be done by placing the stakeholder groups as post-it notes on a whiteboard and drawing arrows that indicate the influence and it’s direction between the entities. The arrows can be named to clarify the type of influence.

2) Creating ideas for strategic interventions focuses on understanding the stakeholders and formulating potential problems and searching for solutions. Bryson also mentions the focus on political feasibility which can be an important focus point when the analyzer is a public organization or if the software system could potentially have issues with legal regulations or ethical rules.

Stakeholder-issue interrelationship diagram builds on top of Power versus interest grid, Stakeholder influence diagrams...
and Basic stakeholder analysis technique. Stakeholder influence diagram helps to understand which stakeholders have interest in which issues and which groups share the same interests. The result can help, for example, in finding the potential areas for cooperation and conflicts.

![Stakeholder-issue interrelationship diagram](image)

The method starts with writing down the issues found earlier on post-it notes. Then the issues are placed on whiteboard or similar. After that, stakeholders are placed around the issues. One stakeholder can have connection to many issues. After the stakeholders and issues are set properly, arrows are drawn to indicate how issues and stakeholders are connected. After the map is complete, a discussion about the results should be held.

3) Building a winning coalition around proposal development, review and adoption focuses on additional analysis of the issues found at the previous stages of analysis.

The most straightforward way Bryson proposes for proposal development and review is stakeholder roleplay: Each participant reviews the previously created analyses. After that, for each member, a role is given and each participant reviews the issues for their role. The participant’s task is to answer the questions “How would I react to this option?” and “What would be done that would increase my support or decrease my opposition?” The answers should be written to sheets and the exercise should be done multiple times with randomly drawn roles to increase the quality and diversity of the answers.

4) Implementing, monitoring and evaluating strategic interventions focuses on making sure that the decisions made earlier are kept and the solutions found implemented.

Policy Implementation Strategy Development Grid is used to create an actionable table of actions that should be done to satisfy stakeholders. All the material from the stakeholder analysis should be used to populate the grid.

![Policy Implementation Strategy Development Grid](image)

Bryson also introduces several other analysis techniques but they are left out of this discussion because of their focus on issues that are more vital to bigger companies and public organizations.

IV. Stakeholder analysis with Lego Serious Play

Stakeholder analysis with Lego Serious Play utilizes the potential of all the participants of the workshop for building a shared understanding. Schulz and Geithner studied LSP as a tool for building shared understanding for a researcher team [4]. They found out that the combination of a brick model and story telling added value compared to traditional forms of group meetings. This was partly due that all the parts of the brick model are named and explained and that the participants can ask questions about the model to avoid misunderstandings. Schulz and Geithner also found out that building a physical model helped in reifying and reflecting the builder’s own understanding. They also argue that even though it could be said that the Lego model is too static, the model is only an anchor for a metaphor and it can be used to connect a story to the model to provide meaning.

Schulz and Geithner also claim that the first part of the workshop, the individual challenge solving, is about expression of personal understandings, the individual awareness of them and making their understanding explicit to the others. The cooperative part of the workshop, building a shared model, can be seen as building a shared understanding. Building a shared model forces the participants to modify their views to make them fit together. The final solution will then represent all the different views on the same issue and that way it provides a shared understanding which can be utilized for innovation.

It is possible to create many connections from Lego Serious Play to different stakeholder analysis methods. The focus of
the LSP workshop can be set to finding stakeholders but as noted earlier, LSP is not specifically designed to systematically map stakeholders. The potential of stakeholder analysis lies in utilizing the knowledge of all the participants and creating revealing metaphors of the business area. The focus of the workshop can also be wider subject such as building an unified vision of a product. Even when stakeholder are not the main focus point, many aspects of them get analysed.

To find simple and concrete links to the previously introduced ways of analysing stakeholders, following connections can be seen:

Organizing participation can happen during any time of the workshop. For example participants could refer to different stakeholders during their sharing turn. In the final unified model, different stakeholder groups and their relation to the business get presented. What seems to happen is that the stakeholder’s power gets represented with easily understood metaphors. For example, customers could be sheeps and CEO could be a skeleton with a whip standing on a pile of coins.

LSP powerfully visualizes stakeholder-issue interrelationships and therefore is helpful in creating ideas for strategic interventions. Lego even sells a separate LSP Connection Kit to aid in networking different parts of the Lego structures.

When participants share their metaphors, they often role-play some important role related to the business and therefore participate in building a winning coalition around proposal development, review and adoption. LSP does not directly give tools to help implementing, monitoring and evaluating strategic interventions but during a workshop, ideas how to implement, monitor and evaluate can come up. For example new (or existing) ways to communicate to customers can be present in the final cooperative model.

To give an insight, what a real LSP workshop is like, rest of this chapter describes a real LSP workshop that took place in a medium-sized Finnish software company.

The session was facilitated by two researchers who specialize in service design. They had self learned the LSP method and were not LSP certified professionals. The participants of the workshop included the product owner, a team leader, three developers, one salesperson and one product support person. The duration of the workshop was 6 hours. There was a lunch break and two short coffee breaks during the session. The goal of the workshop was ”To create a shared vision of the Product".

The workshop consisted of the following challenges:

1) Build a tower
2) Build your ideal neighbour
3) Build your typical Monday
4) Build a representation of a user of the Product.
5) Build an important challenge of your user
6) Build a solution to that challenge.
7) Build your vision of the future ‘Product’ in an ideal world.
8) Now, as a team... build an answer to the previous challenge

All the models build during the workshop were photographed with a description note next to the model. After the workshop, the facilitators produced a booklet which summarized the workshop from their point of view. The booklet was distributed to all the participants of the workshop.
if the new direction is feasible.

V. LEGO SERIOUS PLAY AND LEAN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Lean software development [15] is a software development method adapted by Mary and Tom Poppendieck from Toyota Automobile Production System [16]. It does not compete with agile development methods but is rather a complementary philosophy to support producing value and reducing waste. Lean software development consists of seven principles which one should always be considered when making decisions. The principles according to Poppendiecks are:

1) Eliminate Waste: All actions that do not create value are considered waste. This could be seen as the main Lean Principle as the rest of the principles could be derived from eliminating waste. Eliminating waste means, for example, avoiding extra software features, avoiding partially done work and avoiding waiting.

One major problem in finding the waste is that different interest groups inside the company might have completely different value expectations for the same product [13]. Software developers merely want to make a product that works and is of high technical quality. Product and project managers often have more high level vision, and sales department might expect value to be something that can be clearly communicated to potential customers. High level of shared understanding provided by Lego Serious Play could help in eliminating waste.

2) Amplify Learning: Amplifying learning means that the team tries to constantly improve their understanding of their area of business and their product. This can mean building feedback loops as short as possible. which includes fast testing cycles and short iterations, as well as fast customer feedback. While those methods to amplify learning are merely tools to steer the development, a LSP workshop is method to improve and share the domain knowledge of the whole product team.

3) Decide as Late as Possible: If decisions are made too early, there might not be enough data to enable wise decision making and waste could be created. If decisions are made too late, nothing will happen and waste is generated again. For software developers, this can be described as Just-In-Time decisions comparable to Just-In-Time compilation. A shared understanding and a good understanding of stakeholders create by LSP could mean better decisions but it’s difficult to argue that they would make it possible to delay decisions even more.

4) Deliver as Fast as Possible: When decisions are made as late as possible, software delivery needs to be fast. Rapid delivery simply makes it possible to make important decisions later than with less rapid delivery. Rapid delivery is achieved by utilizing the time spent at work as effectively as possible. It is debatable if an understanding of the business area has a strength correlation to reduced time spent coding a feature but if the point of view of speed of delivery is changed from features to goals, improvement might happen. Understanding the domain area better, should make it easier to choose the right features to reach the goal and this way reduce waste as fewer iterations are needed to reach a goal. Likewise, Understanding the business area could potentially correlate with better maintained code base which could reduce the actual time spent implementing the features. The principle of building integrity in will explain this more.

5) Empower the Team: Traditionally managers tell employees what to do and how to do their work. Lean software development sees this relation in a completely different way. Workers are seen as experts in their own field and managers job is more about making it possible for the team to use their expertise the best way possible. LSP takes this idea a step further and call is “The Answer is in the system”. Besides being experts on their field, LSP acknowledges that in a highly educated organization full of specialists, the people understand a lot of things outside their own field of expertise. LSP is aiming to harness that expertise to be used in decision making.

6) Build Integrity in: Customer’s perceived integrity is about the whole experience with the product. The customer should feel that all features are relevant and that they work as they are expected. Conceptual integrity is all about understanding the business domain and creating components that work well together. The key for integrity is understanding the whole system. LSP seems to support this principle as it effectively helps in creating a shared understanding. When the business area is understood well, the integrity of the product increases and the customer should also be able to feel it. Integrity can also be effectively build into code base which can reduce development times and that way reduce waste.

7) See the Whole: “A system is not just the sum of its parts - it is the product of their interactions.” [15] Optimizing one part does not mean that it will improve the system. The whole system should be understood, and only in that way the interaction between all the components of the system can be optimized to create the best system possible. Like with the previous principles, LSP is a way to create shared understanding and to understand the domain area.

As the analysis shows, Lego Serious Play fits well into lean software development framework. The method is also quite lightweight and fun to use which makes it very approachable. LSP is not best choice when systematical analysis must be made but it works great when an overview of some domain should be created. Example use case could be project kick-offs to create a mutual understanding. It could also be used to improve the unified vision of a product for example once or twice a year.

VI. RESULTS

Lego model and storytelling can potentially create more shared value compared to many other forms of planning. Lego Serious play bases on the presumption that a participant builds the idea he or she has and this way makes his or her idea concrete. This gives them opportunity to explain themselves with more than just words. The concept and environment of the workshop is very playful which also makes participants very open to discussion. Even opinions that participants would not dare to say elsewhere can be spoken out. This helps in sharing the understanding of the products, the issues, the stakeholders and the business in overall.

The external facilitator seems to make the atmosphere of the workshop better as the leader is now not someone every participant should try please. Compared to for example drawing or clay, Lego bricks have the advantage of the participant
not needing to be skillful in those more traditional handcraft methods. Also compared to clay, Lego bricks are quite easy to clean after the workshop ends.

Limitations of the method are that there is a risk of moving away from the original task to focus too much on the Lego model, not the challenge in hand. Participants would easily start focusing on finding certain special Lego bricks instead of focusing on the metaphor. Having a documented way to document describe the findings of a workshop would be helpful. Now it if left for managers to choose what findings are important. The lack of documentation on documenting the process results could potentially lead to a situation where no concrete actions or results can be derived from the workshop. The workshop at the case company verified these shortcomings.

VII. Conclusions

This study introduced Lego Serious Play which seemed to be potentially an effective way to create shared understanding. LSP, as a tool to create shared understanding, seems to nicely fit into a lean enterprise to support value creation. The concrete measurable value of LSP was not studied. LSP is useful for analyzing the business area and finding unmapped parts of the domain. LSP has a direct connection to stakeholder mapping but is not well fit for systematical analysis. Instead, it is better used to create overviews and visions for the product team. Lego Serious Play can help in creating more sound and valuable software systems.
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Abstract—This review aims to clarify definition of the term DevOps and what are its value-driven principles, methodologies and tools. DevOps combines operations and development while extending agile methodologies and principles outside development [3]. It adds a more value-driven and customer centric approach on agile software development while they share many principles and methodologies. Four main principles adopted from agile are: respect for one another, commitment to shared goals, collective ownership and shared values [1]. DevOps emphasizes heavily on continuous delivery, amplified feedback, more-stable infrastructure and monitoring and metrics. Continuous delivery consists of building, testing, deploying and version management. This makes deployment less risky and faster. More-stable and reproducible infrastructure makes continuous delivery possible and makes use of DevOps tools of virtualization and cloud computation. DevOps has brought forth new kinds of tools e.g. New Relic for monitoring and real-time data analytics, Vagrant lightweight and portable virtual machines, Puppet and Chef configuration management for development environments and finally Docker for application containerization without the need of creating new VM for different platforms. DevOps approach is value-driven as it enables faster feature delivery and shortens the lead time and time to market. Also more stable operating environments have direct impact on service availability. Enabling developers to spend more time developing new features and less time on fixing and resolving problems. More time can be spent on adding value to the product. These previously mentioned factors enable bigger market shares and competitive advantage. Both large and small companies benefit from DevOps approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DevOps is an ambiguous term used in many different contexts and with different definitions. Many sources define DevOps as a combination of development and system operations. DevOps can be viewed as a way of managing software's lifecycle. It also extends agile methodologies from development to system operations. Combination of both fields leads to face the conflicts of operations "fear of change" and developments "need for change" [1]. DevOps shares many principles with agile methodologies and is often referred as "agile on steroids" but it also includes some Lean principles. Before processes can be automatic it should be compact and review according to Lean principles. Figure 1 depicts on DevOps relation to software development and operations and how it indirectly has impact on business performance.

Figure 1. DevOps relation to operations and software development and how it indirectly relates to business [1].

Usually DevOps is involved in web services and cloud based services including infrastructures, platforms and software as a service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS). DevOps has four different aspects: culture, automation, measurement and sharing [1]. Culture meaning people over processes and tools, automation for quick feedback, measurement for quality control and finally sharing tools and processes with others. According to DevOps lifecycle of the software should be as automatic as possible from test to deployment. Hence replacing agile methodologies' continuous integration with continuous delivery and aiming for continuous development. Continuous delivery consists of automatic build, deploy, test and release. Difference between continuous delivery and continuous deployment is that in the first before deploying the product has to pass manually done acceptance tests whereas the latter does automatic acceptance testing. Continuous deployment is typical for small companies and startups and continuous delivery is usually done in larger companies. DevOps has already brought forth many different lightweight tools with strong emphasis on cloud based tools for managing different states of software life cycle. E. g. Capistrano for easy and rapid deployment or New Relic as a SaaS for monitoring performance [11].
DevOps creates value from customer satisfaction by reacting quickly to customers requests shortening feature lead time and faster time to market. This also enables getting rapid feedback from the customer and helps with recognizing customers needs. Customer satisfaction with services can be related to three different elements: core service quality, relational service quality (delivery) and perceived quality [4]. Concerning web and cloud services DevOps has effect on all three areas linked with services customer satisfaction. Customization and fast delivery is essential for customer satisfaction especially in fast-growing and client-focused companies [5].

This article aims to clarify the definition of DevOps and briefly reviewing its principles, methodologies and tools from value-driven perspective. What are the characteristics of these areas which give value to the customer and how it delivers it. Also this article aims to specify on which of the three areas of services customer satisfaction its principles and methodologies apply.

In the second section DevOps definition is given with contrast to other definitions. Third section concerns DevOps principles and of which can be seen as value-driven principles. In the fourth section DevOps methodologies are briefly summarized. Fifth section concerns on different tools which are used by DevOps with strong emphasis on value-driven aspects which are analyzed further in discussion. In the sixth section a case study on applying DevOps principles in a large company such as IBM [2]. Seventh sections concerns discussion with comments and in the final section is for the conclusions.

II. DEVPWS - DEFINITION

DevOps extends agile principles and methodologies to system operations [1,3]. It tries to break down silos and barriers of separate IT teams. This is done by extending developers workflow from development to service delivery. From a system operations perspective workflow extends from operations to development. Depending on which roles workflow is extended one can have more weight on either end of the workflow. But the main goal is to have a clear picture of the whole life cycle of the software thus making it easier to define what is needed in the next steps (fig. 2) [15].

![Figure 2. DevOps way of managing lifecycle and rapid releasing](image)

DevOps lifecycle extends developers and system administrators responsibility scope and view to include everything from development to delivery and monitoring [15]. Typical lifecycle is as follows. After new feature or bug fix has been developed it is tested automatically and if the tests pass and the build is successful it is automatically deployed. When it is deployed data is collected from the deployment and for the whole product giving DevOps lifecycle also a data-driven view. Useless features, bottlenecks and other problems can be identified from the product or the infrastructure and from this information new design decisions and other changes can be made. This together with customers feedback enables good adaptability and increases customers satisfaction thus adding more value to the product.

When mixing development and operations conflicts arise e.g. stability vs. features [3]. DevOps tries to minimize developments and operations incentives by unifying them. It also helps resolving certain conflicts by making it easier to prioritize problems and possibly solving it in another state of the softwares life cycle. E.g. connecting new components to application with deployment tools. DevOps helps with softwares architecture and design solutions by making it easier to identify possible problem scenarios in development and deployment thus avoiding risky deployments [1].

III. PRINCIPLES

DevOps shares many of its principles with agile software development extending it from software to more general aspects of software delivery and customer satisfaction [3]. It delivers value to the customer with faster delivery and better modifiability. One of most common principle associated with DevOps is infrastructure as code. Hütterman has listed four general principles of collaboration which is the main focus of DevOps [1]:

- **Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD)**: This principle involves integrating code changes frequently and deploying them automatically. This helps in quickly identifying and fixing issues before they become serious.
- **Automated Testing**: DevOps relies heavily on automated testing to ensure the quality of the code. This includes unit tests, integration tests, and system tests.
- **Monitoring and Logging**: Effective monitoring and logging are crucial in DevOps. This helps in identifying issues and problems in the system.
- **Automation**: Automation is a key component of DevOps. It includes automating the deployment process, monitoring, and other tasks to reduce manual effort and increase efficiency.

These principles help in creating a more efficient and effective workflow, leading to better customer satisfaction and product quality.
1. Respect for one another
2. Commitment to shared goals
3. Collective ownership
4. Shared values

Respect for your team members and colleagues values individuals and interactions over processes or tools. The last three of the collaborational aspects are more value-driven than the first one. Commitment to shared goals makes helps with team dynamics and making sure that everybody does his part for the project with all states of software life cycles in mind. Collective ownership makes sure that everybody uses the most suitable solutions when developing software enhancing the perceived quality of the software. E.g. it enforces service stability which increases the services availability. Also the whole team performs quality assurance including both development and operations. Aspects of quality assurance are included in continuous integration and delivery e.g. build has to pass and no failing tests. When all of the team members are familiar with the software they can make customizations or bug fixes independently and deploying them. Shared values and commitment to it helps with prioritizing fast delivery, working system and customer satisfaction over contract negotiations or formal plans. This increases services modifiability which in turn delivers value to the customer. E.g. increased modifiability speeds up adapting to new business and technology challenges making it possible to gain advantage over competing services and businesses. Last three principles have effect on all three areas of services customer satisfaction. All of these principles aim to give developers a more holistic view of their doing [1,8].

While DevOps principles are similar to agile software development it mixes in Lean aspects and emphasizes on different areas and scope than agile [7]. DevOps has Lean aspects as it concentrates on delivering continuously more value for the customer and also by making deployment easier and testing automatic it frees developers time for developing features [14]. Main principle is communication and collaboration of development and operations. Trying to find balance on infrastructure and development results in better stability without the expense of development. Extending agile principles outside development towards operations makes managing value streams enabled by IT easier. Finally DevOps implements culture of continual experimentation and learning applies all of its principles and reviews what succeeded and what didn’t. In the next iteration goal is to resolve previous iterations problems and improve in weaker areas. This kind of continuous improvement and amplified feedback enforces value-driven development.

A. Infrastructure as code

Infrastructure as code (IaC) refers to automated configuration management. This can be achieved using suitable programming language in making the configurations in behalf of the developer [1]. Managing configurations automatically makes the process more efficient, repeatable and faster. Coding the configuration also helps understanding the flow of the dependencies and at the same time “documenting” it. This also helps with making changes to the infrastructure easier. Typical tools for infrastructure as code are Puppet, Chef and Vagrant which are explained in the fifth section, tools.

This also creates new problems. There are many restrictions concerning Windows environments whereas Linux is much more flexible. Some tools are only available on linux platforms e.g. Docker. When designing infrastructure one has to take in account different tools available for the platform in question and many of the tools have a certain learning curve and their own syntax.

IaC makes configuration of environments faster thus delivering services faster for the customer. Stabile infrastructure makes deploying less risky lowering failure rates. Infrastructure that enables better feature flow lead time is shortened. If something does go wrong recovery is from it is faster. Fixed or rollback to previous stable version is easier with DevOps tools. This brings value as both perceived and core service quality. Infrastructure is in the core of the software making its development and deployment easier.

IV. METHODOLOGIES

Many of the methods and processes involved in DevOps are the same as in agile software development e.g. Scrum, Kanban [1,3]. DevOps methodologies add value to the customer in the same way as in agile development. Difference is in the nature of tasks in the Kanban board or in the backlog which differ from development to operations. Also the definition of done can be extended from tested and integrated to delivered. This emphasizes the nature of fast delivery and customization when all of the tasks can be seen directly in customer satisfaction. DevOps also enforces the methodology of small and frequent releasing (fig. 3) [1]. This makes feature delivery more stable not creating large gaps on functionality between versions. Customer can see where the service is heading and if he thinks that it is developed in the right direction.

Figure 3. DevOps methodology of release often, release small compared to traditional release control [1].
DevOps methodologies though indirectly are value-driven (fig. 1). Faster development cycles adds new features faster and making the operating environments more stable adding perceived and relative quality to the product. Also when operating environments are more stable it saves time from maintaining and fixing the environment to concentrate on adding value to the product. These business side benefits are tightly bound with technological side. This requires technical side to implement rapid continuous software delivery and resolve problems faster.

DevOps has also sprung new methodologies e.g. visible ops, which is based on observational data from hundreds of IT organizations [6]. Visible ops aims to distinguish high-performing organizations and benchmarks its progress. Process is distinguished in four phases. First phase called "Stabilize the Patient" concentrates on problem management applying the changes to the software in a scheduled manner minimizing the number of outages. Second phase is "Catch & Release" and "Find Fragile Artifacts" as it emphasizes configuration and change management and introduces IaC tools and fragile artifacts are identified and handled accordingly. Phase three concentrates on release management processes as it aims to create repeatable builds. After this step it is easier to rebuild the software than trying to repair it. Fourth and final phase emphasizes on iterating the previous steps for continuous improvement and implements monitoring tools for measuring its success. Relying on the principle "You cannot manage what you can't measure".

Visible ops helps with continuous delivery and success rate of customizations as the continuous monitoring keeps record of the performance. Each step is designed to create value in improving old processes and creating new more suitable ones. Thus visible ops can be seen as a value-driven methodology. When contrasting the visible ops with services customer satisfaction it concentrates on relational service quality and from that viewpoint aims to improve the overall quality.

V. TOOLS

DevOps draws many of its advantages from virtualization and cloud technologies. Tools can be roughly divided into two groups: metrics, improved feature flow and delivery [1]. Measurement and metrics are important in recognizing bottlenecks, ensuring service and feature quality and it can also be a driving factor in feature development. Recognizing problems and areas that need development delivers value to the customer in better service quality and new features. One tool for service monitoring is New Relic [11]. Chef and Puppet are configuration management and infrastructure provisioning tools. Vagrant can be used to set up virtual machine (VM) environments for development and testing [10]. Docker automates deploying of applications inside software containers [9]. All these tools can be used together creating a measurable and easy-to-configure platform for services.

New Relic is a SaaS and it is also involved in software analytics [11]. It can be used in most of the databases and web service frameworks e.g. Django and Ruby on Rails and it is easy to install. Instrumentation to the service itself is relatively lightweight not throttling the performance of it. One can monitor code level performance of the service giving insight on possible bottlenecks ensuring future service quality. Many services have a large infrastructure of other services and servers and it can be difficult to get the whole picture of the infrastructure let alone monitoring it. New Relic can be used for the whole infrastructure and in making so one can find problems and new optimizations for it. Knowing services and databases response time increases service availability and perceived quality.

Chef and Puppet are two different approaches to manage configuration [12,13]. Configuration management makes controlling environments easier and deploying automatically possible. They differ both in syntax and approach where Chef is model-driven concentrating on dependencies and Chef is procedural involving install scripting with Ruby based DSL (Domain Specific Language). Puppet uses its own JSON-like language. From operations perspective Puppet seems more familiar to use than Chef and vice versa for developers.

Docker is a lightweight open platform which acts as a container where processes run in isolation [9]. At the moment Docker supports only Linux environments. Normally VMs are used as a platform for virtualized applications to run on. This however causes a large overhead just for running the application. One has to install all the dependencies, drivers and libraries for the whole operating system. Docker unifies the virtual platform with Docker Engine. It offers an high-level API (Application Programming Interface) and enables applications to be run without the operating system layer. This makes makes Docker more portable and efficient than traditional VMs.

Vagrant is a VM manager making its configuration easier [10]. Where Docker creates a unified platform for applications Vagrant creates a full VM. Versus traditional VM configuration Vagrant makes creating and configuration of VM reproducible enabling source control through one configuration file. Depending on the environment needs one can choose from Docker which is Linux-only and more universal Vagrant. One can also combine the versatility of both platforms where Docker is run inside Vagrant configured VM. Dockers dependencies and configurations can be made with Puppet or Chef.
VI. IBM CASE STUDY

In this case study we first review the situation in the beginning, what changes caused this and how they were resolved and how successful the solution was. IBM used DevOps based automation and implementation processes to optimize development processes [2]. DevOps approach was used in RFE (Requirement for Enhancement) community website where software users could submit improvement requests for software they purchased. RFE offers a way for users to take part in software development cycle thus facilitating user satisfaction and adding more value to the software in users perspective.

After RFE submission it is automatically synchronized to internal database where it is visible to suitable development teams [2]. Development teams are required to respond to new RFEs within 30 days. These are monitored with defined metrics used to calculate RFEs service level agreement (SLA). Formula used to calculate SLA is as follows:

\[
30 \text{ day SLA} = \frac{\text{RFEs Arrivals last 30 days}}{\text{RFEs Arrivals last 30 days} + \text{RFEs Need info and > 30 days old} + \text{RFEs in 30 day queue and > 30 days old and}} \times 100\%
\]

When SLA of a certain product is over 85% it is considered to be in good standing. Case study was analyzed using these two data types: number of RFEs missed in 30 day period and development team’s RFE SLA percentage.

Development teams struggled to give timely responses [2]. Two of the main reasons were not notifying project managers on RFE made against their product and burying opened RFEs to a large pool mixed with other requests. RFEs were hard to manage in pools with other requests and also their priority was hard to determine. Reports concerning RFEs were semi-manually generated by release manager. The report had to be requested from release manager and it took at least a half day to generate it. Report only provided SLA calculations and RFE status no further details concerning RFEs were provided.

Goal was to design a tool for automated and scalable reporting tool informing the development team through email [2]. Reporting tool process flow is depicted in figure 4. RFE data was pulled from the database with IBM Rational Software ClearQuest on a VM. The data was then analyzed by a java program generating the report. Report was then send through email server to different stakeholders including development and release management teams. Report process is timed to happen every regular business day mornings.

Before deployment the mean of RFEs missed 30 days threshold was 27.89 RFEs [2]. After deployment the mean dropped to 15.7 RFEs. Development teams average RFE SLA was before deployment 68% and after deployment it improved to 85%.

As it was analyzed in the case study paper this approach concerned only on one aspect of DevOps: improving delivery and feature flow [2]. Whereas monitoring and metrics were not taken into consideration. DevOps approach was only partially used. Based on the results of the case study the partial DevOps approach was deemed useful and it improved the development teams efficiency on RFEs. It was also stated in the case study paper that B2B (Business-to-business) is more competitive and the key to success is to manage development and delivery in an agile and continuous way. Thus closing the gap between customer expectation and product delivery is a key factor for large and small companies to stay competitive. Customer expectations being in line with customer satisfaction.

Future designs were determined from the case study [2]. Continuous interaction and feedback from all stakeholders is a key factor in allowing rapid delivery. Feedback has to be informative and there is a clear need for real-time monitoring on current processes. System transparency allows continuous verification and optimization.

VII. DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS

Using the DevOps approach improves product delivery and management thus creating value to the customer by extending agile software development principles and methodologies scope outside development to operations.

DevOps definition of development and operations combined from delivery and infrastructure perspective. It also mixes agile software development with Lean principles taking also
the business side into consideration [14]. Extending agile principles scope from development to whole system is beneficial to the business side. While DevOps is also very tool centered they should also be included in the definition. It is not clear whether this definition is targets a new group of IT-specialists or extends old IT job roles [3]. Still DevOps principles encourage the use of cross-functional teams and giving team members a more holistic view of the product. It also encourages developers to increase their skill sets across operations.

DevOps value-driven characteristics can be encapsulated to three statements: continuous delivery, more-stable infrastructure and amplified feedback [7]. Continuous delivery and amplified feedback enforces customer-driven development. Thus creating more value from customers perspective. This depends on how aware the customer is on market situation.

Continuous delivery depends on DevOps principles, methodologies and tools for making delivery process automatic [15]. DevOps itself is not the sole factor in the process chain but it tries to create a clear connection between them. Automatic processes deal with building, testing, deploying and version management. Testing prevents broken builds and sets a certain standard on what features and fixes end up in production. New features and fixes can be delivered more often to the customer thus adding more value to the product. Possibly enabling greater market share and new business ventures.

For continuous delivery to work in practice it requires more-stable infrastructure [1]. More time has to be spent in developing new features than fixing and maintaining deployment. Using DevOps tools and IaC principles delivery process can be made more stable and automatic. Aside technological needs continuous delivery also poses requirements on organizational structure. Teams should have clear goals and responsibilities which are more difficult to determine when dealing with cross-functional teams.

DevOps tools are centered on linux-based systems. Tools are not as universal as one would hope for but they are slowly extending their portability on windows-based systems. Of course one can use VM to run suitable operating systems but it can have some negative effects on performance. Cloud-based services are rather new technologies thus longevity and scalability are not always known making large company or enterprise level decisions harder.

IBM case study on partial DevOps approach gives some sample on how DevOps effects on development and communications. It also makes clear that even large companies can benefit from DevOps approach [2]. This however was only partial implementation and it is hard to determine whether results would be as good when all DevOps principles were to be implemented. It is true that smaller companies depend on rapid feedback and delivery however extending same ideas to a larger company is challenging. Also when viewed from a large organizations perspective the case study is on a small scale not giving a clear picture on how DevOps principles would affect the organization. Coordinating between many departments arises new problems to resolve. Careful analysis should be made on limiting DevOps influence on organizational structures.

DevOps has clear advantages when compared with agile software development and emphasizes heavily on rapid and increased value delivery. Agile software development is required for DevOps to be implemented correctly. Extending agile principles outside development makes both development and operations more value-driven and customer centered [3]. DevOps has clearly sprung from the need of agile delivery management. Thus it is hard to distinct DevOps from agile principles and methodologies. It is easier to imagine DevOps as an additional layer on top of agile.

VIII. CONCLUSION

DevOps emphasizes on value-driven development and operations. Managing customer requests and value-streams it adds value to the product and makes value creation easier by changing developers time allocation from fixing and maintaining to development.

DevOps approach has technical and business benefits. Technical requirements concentrate on automatization and infrastructure. IaC is one of the main principles of DevOps. Automatic processes enable continuous software delivery. This approach also makes resolving problems faster and it also narrows down the scope of problems. Developers spend less time on fixing thus changing time allocation to emphasize development. All of these factors increase value delivery to the customer and making it faster. DevOps enforces competitive aspects and makes development and operations more value-driven and customer centric for both large and small companies.

DevOps combines development and operations by extending agile methodologies to include operations and systems. It delivers value by deploying new features and bug fixes more rapidly and improving infrastructure stability thus improving availability. Continuous delivery also amplifies the feedback loop between software provider and customer. DevOps methodologies are similar to agile methodologies but it has also introduced new methodologies such as VisibleOps which helps making processes more efficient and monitoring processes for identifying possible bottlenecks. DevOps tools help making infrastructure, monitoring and testing automatic. DevOps extends agile principles and methodologies making them more value-driven and customer centric.
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